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ABSTRACT: Water-borne parasitic infections have become a source of concern in recent times due to the
contamination of various water sources. A survey on the parasitic contamination of local drinking water sources in Aba
metropolis was carried out between August and October 2018. This was done to evaluate the extent of contamination
of these water sources and their public health implications. A total number of eighty (80) water samples were
investigated from five (5) major water sources within the study area using the standard sedimentation method and
examined for parasite cysts, eggs and larvae. Physical/macroscopic examination was done to determine the pH, colour,
odour, temperature and presence/absence of particles. Among the water sources analyzed, stream water samples had
the highest rate of parasite contamination 27 (44.3%) followed by river water 14 (22.9%) while the least contaminated
was borehole 7 (11.5%). Rainwater was found free from parasitic infestation. The differences in the level of
contamination among the water sources analyzed were found to be statistically significant (P<0.05). Five parasites
Entamoeba histolytica, Giardia lamblia, Ascaris lumbricoides of Entamoeba coli and Hookworm were observed. Each
of the sample sources except rainwater harbored at least one of these. Among these parasites, Giardia lamblia had the
highest rate occurrence of 15 (24.6%), followed by Entamoeba histolytica 14 (22.9%) and the least frequently
occurring parasite was hookworm 8 (13.1%). Most of the identified water sources are utilized by the populace who
lack access to potable water. The detection of protozoan and helminthic parasites in drinking water sources is a serious
public health concern, hence the proper implementation of a supply of safe drinking water is vital.
Keywords: Parasitic; Contamination; Local sources; Drinking water and Aba metropolis.

 نيجيريا، والية أبيا،التلوث الطفيلي لماء الشرب في أباميتروبوليس
 إيبوبي شارلز أماتشي، كارميليتا شيما أوهاري،بليسينج أوزوماكا إيجايك

 ولذلك أجرينا دراسة للتلوث الطفيلي لمصادر مياه الشرب المحلية في أبا ميتروبوليس بين. يشكل التلوث الطفيلي في مصادر المياه مشكلة حيوية:الملخص
 عينة مياه من21  لقد تم جمع. الغرض من الدراسة تقييم مستوى التلوث لمصادر المياه وتأثيرها على صحة األفراد. م8102 شهري أغسطس وأكتوبر للعام
، اللون، ph  لقد تم تحديد الخواص الفيزيائية مثل. البيض و اليرقات المتواجد بها،خمسة مواقع لمصادر مياه محلية ومن ثم تم اختبار عدد الطفيليات
 اكتشف العلماء بأن المياه الجارية تحتوي على أعلى معدل للتلوث الطفيلي بنسبة. درجة الحرارة وتواجد الجسيمات الصلبة في كل عينة،الرائحة
 والجدير بالذكر ال تحتوي مياه األمطار على أي طفيليات.)00.1%(2 ) بينما احتلت اآلبار أقل معدل للتلوث88.2(0. ) ثم يلحقها مياه النهر...4%(82
 لقد حددنا نوع الطفيليات التالية اإلنتاميبا والجيارديا واإلسكارس.1.11  إن نسبة معدل التلوث في عينات المياه المختلفة لها نسبة خطأ أقل من.1.1% بنسبة
 إن تواجد هذه الطفيليات في مياه الشرب يشكل كارثة مجتمعية بين السكان وأن.(B.1%) 01 وإيكولي وهوك وورم بحيث تتواجد الجيارديا بأعلى معدل
.توفير مصادر مياه نظيفة للشرب ضرورة حتمية
. أباميترو بوليس، مياه الشرب، مصادر محلية، التلوث، طفيليات:الكلمات المفتاحية
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1. Introduction

W

ater is universal and fundamental to the survival and wellbeing of living organisms. Water-borne diseases are
usually acquired by the consumption of polluted water containing human and animal faecal matter from patients
or healthy carriers and they remain a major source of morbidity and mortality in the world causing more than 2.2
million deaths per year [1]. Sources of water for human use include boreholes, well water, dams, rivers, streams, lakes,
municipal water and rain water [2]. Most of these water sources are located some distance away requiring
transportation to homes. These different sources of water need to be protected from pollution and contamination by
potential parasites, micro-organisms and harmful chemical substances [3]. Most urban and rural communities in the
developing countries do not have adequate disposal systems for human waste, and many inhabitants defecate
indiscriminately in places not far from their dwelling places, including the sides of streams, home ponds, wells, and in
some cases into the streams [4]. Furthermore, excreta from children and free roaming animals are particularly
hazardous and a potential source of health problems in both urban and rural communities [5]. According to Water Aid
(2012) over 2000 children die of diarrhea in Africa daily. Epidemics associated with water-borne diseases are common
in most developing countries where access to basic amenities, especially safe drinking water, is lacking. Potable water
should be free from biological or chemical contaminants. It must be colourless, tasteless and odourless in accordance
with the recommendations of World Health Organization [6]. However, according to [7], in most developing countries
like Nigeria, dangerous and very toxic wastes are disposed of by dumping them in rivers and streams with total
disregard for aquatic life and rural dwellers. Lack of information about the parasitic and pathogenic microorganisms in
drinking water sources in our rural communities creates uncertainties in our understanding of the overall quality of the
drinking water in these areas, and as a result, has prompted the need to undertake this research in accordance with the
goal of the WHO on safe drinking water. To the best of our knowledge, no documented report has been made on
parasitic contamination of local sources of drinking water in Aba metropolis, Abia State, Nigeria and its public health
implications.

2. Materials and method
2.1 Study area
The study was carried out in Aba metropolis. Aba is a major settlement and commercial centre surrounded by
small villages and towns in the southeast of Nigeria. It is the largest clan and the main trading centre in Abia State. Aba
is divided into two local government areas namely Aba South and Aba North. Other local government areas are
AbOsisioma and Obingwa Local Government Areas. Aba has a population of 2,434, 265 as at the 2006 census [8] and
is located between latitudes 5o07’N and longitude 7o22’E. Aba North has its headquarters located in the town of
Eziama. Aba South has its headquarter in the city of Aba. It is characterized by a tropical climate with distinct dry and
rainy seasons spanning from November to March and April to October respectively. The average temperature is 27 oC,
the average humidity 90% and the annual rainfall 2,400 mm. The major crops cultivated in the area are yam, cassava,
plantain and vegetables. The area is still developing, hence, adequate social and infrastructural amenities are lacking.
Sources of water for drinking and other domestic activities in the area include boreholes, streams, rivers, rain water and
in some villages, well water.
2.2 Ethical approval
A letter of introduction was obtained from the Head of the Department of Biology/ Microbiology, Abia State
Polytechnic, Aba, Abia State before the commencement of this work. Permission of the authorities in charge was
obtained for collection of water samples, after explaining the aim of the study.
2.3 Sample Collection
Ten samples each from five (5) different water sources were collected using sterile 500 ml glass bottles. Each of
the samples was collected at a different location within the different communities in 10 trips except for the rainwater
which was collected each time rain fell during the period of the study. The samples which were collected between the
months of August and October, 2018 include borehole water from randomly selected sampling sites in Osusu,
Umungasi and Eziama, in Aba North Local Government Area; stream water from Okpulo–Umobo and Eziama in
Osisioma Ngwa and Aba North Local Government Area respectively; shallow and deep well water, from Umuocheala
village in Osisioma Ngwa Local Government Area, river water from Ogbor Hill, in Aba South Local Government Area
and rain water from Umuocham community, Aba South Local Government Area, all in Aba metropolis. Samples of
water from the stream and river were collected during the early hours of the day (at about 9:00 am in the morning). The
base of the sample bottle was held in one hand and the cap was carefully opened with the other hand covered with
gloves and then plunged downwards below the surface of the water. Samples of water from the boreholes were
obtained by first sterilizing the mouth of the tap and allowing water to run for a few minutes before collecting water
into the sample bottles. Samples of water from the wells were obtained with help of the villagers who were given clean
gloves to fetch water from each of the wells. The base of the sample bottle was held in one hand, the cap was carefully
opened with the other hand and some of the water was carefully poured into the sample bottle. A total of 80 water
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samples (30 Borehole water samples from three different communities, 20 stream water samples from two
communities, 10 river and well water samples from one community each and 10 samples of rain water from an
autonomous community) were collected for the study and were transported to the Department of Biology/Microbiology
laboratory within two (2) hours (maximum transit time) of collection to Abia State Polytechnic Aba, Abia State for
examination and analysis.
2.4 Parasitological analysis
Each of the water samples was first subjected to macroscopic and physical examination to determine the pH
using a pH meter, the temperature using a thermometer, the colour, the odour and the presence/ absence of debris. The
water samples in each labeled container were shaken and passed through a filter sieve of 0.5 mesh size according to
WHO guidelines. The filter was removed and particulate materials present discarded. The filtrate was poured into 10ml
centrifuge tubes and centrifuged at 2500 rpm per minutes for 10 minutes. The test tubes were allowed to settle for a
while after which the supernatant was discarded. A drop of the suspended sediment was placed on a clean grease free
glass slide with a drop of Lugol’s iodine solution using a Pasteur pipette. The mixture was covered with a cover slip
and examined microscopically using x10 and x 40 objective lenses to identify parasite eggs, larvae and cysts[9].
2.5 Data analysis
Comparative analysis of parasites in the various water samples was done using SPSS package version 22.0. The
statistical analysis for significant differences was done using chi-square (X2) placed at a significant level of p < 0.05.

3. Results
A total of eighty (80) water samples were collected from streams, boreholes, rivers, wells and rain water, out of
which five (5) different parasites (protozoan and helminthes) were found. The species of parasites were in various
stages of development, ranging from eggs and cysts to larvae. The macroscopic and physical examination of the
various water samples showed that the temperatures of all the water samples were within the range of 27 ºC and 29 ºC
and the pH values were within the range of 6.0–7.1. All the water samples analyzed except the well water were
colourless and odourless. The stream, river and the well-water samples contained particles while the others were clear
and particle-free (Table 1). All the water sources except the rainwater from Umuocham recorded at least two waterborne parasites. Out of the five (5) different parasites encountered in this study, Giardia lamblia was observed to have
the highest rate of occurrence 15 (24.6%) followed by Entamoeba histolytica which occurred at the rate of 14 (22.9%),
Hookworm was the least frequently occurring parasite 8 (13.1%) as shown in Table 2. Among the water sources, the
streams had the highest rate of contamination with parasites 27 (44.3%) followed by the rivers 14 (22.9%) while the
least contaminated were the boreholes 7 (11.5%). Rain water had no parasite contamination 0(0.0%) as shown in
Figure 1. The differences in the level of contamination among the water sources were statistically significant (P <
0.05).
50
44.3

Percentage occurrence of parasites (%)

45
40
35
30
25

21.3

22.9

20
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11.5
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Borehole
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Figure 1. Percentage occurrence of parasites in the drinking water sources.
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Table 1. Macroscopic/Physical parameters of the local water sources in Aba metropolis.
Water Sources
Borehole
(Osusu)
Stream
(Okpu–Umobo)
Borehole
(Eziama)
Borehole
(Umungasi)
Stream
(Eziama)
Well
(Umuocheala)

Temperature
28 ºC
27 ºC
28 ºC
28 ºC
27 ºC

pH
7.1

Colour
Colourless

Odour
Odourless

7.0

Colourless

Odourless

6.9

Colourless

Odourless

6.9

Colourless

Odourless

6.5

Colourless

Odourless

6.9

Pale yellowish
brown
Colourless

Odourless

6.0

Colourless

Odourless

27 ºC

Rain
(Umuocham)
River
(Ogbor-hill)

6.5

26 ºC
27 ºC

Clear/ particles
Clear without
particles
Clear with brownish
particles
Clear without
particles
Clear without
particles
Clear with particles
Not clear with
brownish particles
Clear without
particles
Clear with whitish
particles

Odourless

Table 2. Rate of occurrence of parasites in relation to the water sources in the study area.
Water
Sources

No of
samples

Ascaris
lumbricoides

E. coli

G. lamblia

E. histolytica

Hookworm

Total

Borehole
(Osusu)

10

`0

0

2

1

0

3

Percentage
occurrence
(%)
4.9

Stream
(Okpu–
Umobo)
Borehole
(Eziama)
Borehole
(Umungasi)
Stream
(Eziama)
Well
(Umuocheala
)
Rain
(Umuocham)
River
(Ogbor-hill)
Total
(%)

10

3

3

4

3

2

15

24.6

10

0

0

1

0

1

2

3.3

10

0

0

1

1

0

2

3.3

10

3

3

2

2

2

12

19.7

10

3

4

2

3

1

13

21.3

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

2

3

3

4

2

14

22.9

80

11
18.0

13
21.3

15
24.6

14
22.9

8
13.1

61

100

4. Discussion
Water sources contaminated with parasites are a threat to millions of people in developing countries, which result
in severe morbidities and mortalities [1]. The prevalence of water-borne diseases is determined by the quality of
drinking water. In this study, most of the drinking water sources were contaminated with water-borne parasites. These
parasites were found in the different sources of drinking water at various rates of occurrence. The rural communities of
the study area are therefore at risk of water-borne diseases due to the high rate of parasitic infestation of these water
sources. This finding agrees with the reports of [10] and [11] who recorded degrees of contamination of local sources
of drinking water in Ebonyi State and Nassarawa State, respectively. This is explained by the fact that natural bodies of
water such as lakes, rivers and groundwater normally contain nutrients and certain microorganisms (bacteria, viruses,
etc.) which have evolved to take advantage of this environment [12]. Surface and ground water are subject to
contamination by enteric water-borne pathogens which may come from leaking septic systems or improperly protected
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well heads. The presence of water-borne parasites in natural water bodies helps explain the tolerance adaptation of
these parasites even to harsh conditions. The public health implication of these results is that water-borne parasites
pose a serious hazard to human health and may result in outbreaks of water-borne diseases among the community
dwellers.
With the exception of well water and the river water, the physical parameters (temperature and pH) of the
different water sources were slightly below the recommended limits of WHO [1] and Nigerian Standard for Drinking
Water Quality (NSDWQ) [13] which is a pH range of 6.5-8.5. The river water with a pH of 6.0 suggests slight acidity
of the water sample which could likely be due to the presence of organic matter such as microorganisms which
generate excessive levels of carbon (iv) oxide [14]. The importance of water pH is to keep the body in balance and
regulate metabolic processes. Water with pH values less than or greater than 7 may cause aesthetic problems, hence the
body is constantly working to achieve a balanced pH level [4]. The health implication of this is that the physical
appearance of water, especially groundwater and surface water, does not guarantee its safety for drinking. The
temperature values of all the water samples recorded ranged from 27 ºC to 29 ºC; these values were lower than the
WHO stipulated maximum temperature level of 40 ºC for potable water [1]. Aside from the temperature and pH, colour
in drinking water indicates the presence of organic substances such as humic substances while odour in water is caused
by increased biological activity [1]. Some of the water samples contained dirt and particles while others contained
some coloured particles, as a result making the water unfit for drinking. The activities that go on within the area of
these water sources, in addition to erosion and influx of surface water, could be reasons for their contamination [10].
Three (3) water-borne protozoan parasites, Entamoeba coli, Giardia lamblia, Entamoeba histolytica and two (2)
helminth parasites, hookworm, and Ascaris lumbricoides were identified in this study. The parasites were seen as
fertilized eggs, cysts and larvae. The identification of these parasites agrees with the studies carried out by [10] in
Ebonyi State, Nigeria and [14] in Ankara, Turkey on their drinking water sources. The public health implication of this
finding is that water-borne parasite infections are considered a re-emerging threat. In developing countries like Nigeria,
water-borne parasites and protozoan pathogens such as Cryptosporidium parvum, Giardia lamblia, Entamoeba
histolytica, and many others are frequently associated with morbidity particularly in children. Theses parasites are also
the most common cause of infections worldwide [15, 16]. The World Health Organisation estimates that 88% of the
burden of water related infections is attributed to unsafe water supply, sanitation and hygiene [2].
Of all the water sources analyzed, the stream, river and well water were the most contaminated. This is not
surprising because contaminants gain access into water bodies through human and animal faecal matter from patients
and healthy carriers of parasitic diseases [4]. Most of the inhabitants of Eziama community, particularly those who live
few meters away from the stream do not have adequate disposal systems for human waste, and as such defecate
indiscriminately in places not far from their dwelling places, including directly on the soil or by the sides of the
streams. This finding is similar to the report of [17] who observed that well water, pond and stream were the most
contaminated water sources in some local government areas of Plateau State, Nigeria and [11] who also found out that
a well water source had the highest prevalence rate of parasites in Lafia Local Government Area, Nasarawa State,
Nigeria. Transmission of parasites occurs when water is contaminated with the parasites [15]. Excreta-related
communicable diseases have also become a major problem in areas where untreated human faeces are used as manure
as they are regularly washed into the communities’ water bodies [5]. Unprotected surface water (such as rivers) or
ground water (such as shallow wells) can become contaminated by human or animal faeces or agricultural effluent
[15]. The data from this study also showed that borehole water was not completely free from water-borne parasites.
The recovery of protozoan cysts in the samples analyzed clearly demonstrated the continued deterioration of the
environment brought about by poor planning and uncontrolled property development in the area. A borehole that was
sunk below 10 meters is more prone to faecal pollution from landfill and septic tank seepages and this is particularly
true if the recharge point is located very close to the pit [16]. Samples from rain water were found to be free from
parasites; this is because water obtained from rainfall is usually covered after collection and was not fetched directly
under the roof of the houses. This does not agree with the fact that parasitic infestation of water is contaminative.
Human parasites do not directly use water bodies for their life cycle development, rather, their vectors inhabit and
associate their transmission with these water bodies [14].
Giardia lamblia accounted for the most frequently occurring parasites in this study. Giardia lamblia cysts may
remain viable in water for long periods of time under typical environmental conditions depending on source water
characteristics and water treatment practices [18]. Its survival in water is dependent primarily on decreased water
temperature [19]. Protozoan cysts like Entamoeba histolytica cysts can survive in water for several weeks
[20,21,22].Ascaris lumbricoides eggs and hookworm larvae were observed in this study. According to [20,21]
helminthic ova can remain alive in cold water for months. The occurrence of intestinal parasites in water sources is
prevalent among poor people in remote rural communities who lack proper toilet facilities, an adequate supply of
potable drinking water and poor sewage and waste disposal systems [22]. The implications of these findings suggest
that parasitic organisms are maintained by a viable ecosystem in remote settlements in Nigeria, where toilet facilities,
pipe borne water, poor sewage disposal, and illiteracy thrive the most.
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5. Conclusion
The results showed the extent of parasitic contamination of the various drinking water sources in Aba metropolis
and the susceptibility of the population to water-borne diseases. Since almost all the water samples had varying levels
of parasitic contamination, provision of well-treated potable water combined with the application of adequate
operational practices are of utmost importance within the area and the state in general. The inhabitants of the area
should also stop activities that lead to the contamination of the water bodies and boil their drinking water before
consumption. Infections by these parasites can result in serious parasitic diseases such as amoebic dysentery and
gastrointestinal infection which may pose health risks as well as result in economic losses.
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ABSTRACT: A solid-state sensor was fabricated by a spontaneous electrochemical deposition of polytyramine (Ptyr)
film onto a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) which was further peripherally supported by gold nanoparticles (AuNPs).
The surface materials of the developed sensor (AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE) were characterized by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), cyclic voltammetry (CV) and differential pulse
voltammetry (DPV). The rate constant of charge transfers (kct) of the as-prepared sensor (8.77 × 10-4 cm/s) was
evaluated by fitting the charge transfer resistance (Rct) data in the presence of ferric-ferrous hexacyanide redox couple
solution, [Fe(CN)6]3-/4-. The voltammetric behavior of norepinephrine (NOR) was confirmed to follow an irreversible
reaction mechanism at which the estimated diffusion coefficient value was 7.39 × 10-5 cm2/s. The sensor showed a
large enhancement on NOR oxidation and comparatively lowered its detection limit (DL3) to 0.130 M (22 ppb). It
was also applied for selective determination of NOR in the presence of high concentrations of ascorbic acid (AA) and
uric acid (UA). The interference study highlighted the great stability of the proposed sensor by generating a similar
sensitivity as in the pure NOR solution. The analytical performance of the proposed system was validated successfully
for pharmaceutical and biological samples with tolerable recovery percentages.
Keywords: Polytyramine; Gold nanoparticles; Norepinephrine; Ascorbic acid and Uric acid.

،  الديناميكيا الحركية والحرارية،  دراسة تشخيص البناء: بناء سطح شبكي من بوليمر التيرامين وذرات النانو لعنصر الذهب
االنتاايية يي تحيي النورابنررين
عماد خديش و أروى المسكري
 بناء مستشعر صلب الحالة بواسطة التراكم االلكتروكهربائي لطبقة رقيقة من بوليم ر التيرامين على سطح قطب الكاربون الزجاجي وتدعيمه بطبقة:الميخص
 تم دراسة و تشخيص المادة المترسبة على السطح بواسطة الطرق الضوئية والكهروكيميائية المختلفة و كذلك حساب ثابت. من ذرات النانو لعنصر الذهب
 تم اثبات السلوك الغيرعكسي لمادة النورابنفرين و تقييم معامل. مؤكسد) الكتروليتي-سرعة انتقال االلكترونات للمستشعر باستخدام مسبار (مختزل
 تم دراسة االنتقائية التحليلية.  جزء من المليون0.000  أظهر المستشعر قابلية عالية على اكسدة النورابنفرين الى حدود دنيا تصل الى. )االنتشارية (النفاذية
 كذلك تم تقييم. للنورابنفرين بوجود تراكيز عالية من حامض االسكوربيك و حامض اليوريك كمواد بيولوجية متداخلة قادرة على تشويش االشارة الكهربائية
.القدرة التحليلية للمستشعر المطور على تقدير النورابنفرين في عينات حقيقية صيدالنية و بيولوجية
. حامض اليوريك، حامض االسكوربيك،  ذرات النانو لعنصر الذهب، نورابنفرين، بوليمر التيرامين:الكيمات المرتاحية
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A SURFACE NETWORK BASED ON POLYTYRAMINE/GOLD NANOPARTICLES
1. Introduction

C

onstruction of chemically modified electrodes based on the incorporation of, or a coating of, specific conducting
materials is one of the central research activities of the past decades [1,2]. The selection and characterization of
modified surface materials are playing important roles in testing the stability, the reproducibility and the analytical
performance of certain electro-active substances. The deposition of polymeric nanocomposite materials onto electrode
surfaces by electrochemical means is an interesting topic in terms of producing a uniform coating with layers of
specific thickness [3,4].
Tyramine (tyr) has received considerable attention as an ideal monomer for electrochemical deposition due to the
presence of a free amino functional group that simplifies doping of organic or inorganic materials [5,6]. Moreover, the
phenolic functionality can be easily oxidized for initiation of a polymeric reaction and formation by propagation steps
for a final generation of the polymer [7,8]. Polytyramine (Ptyr) film deposited on different substrates under various
experimental conditions has been studied to understand its structure, composition, thermal and mechanical properties,
along with its conductivity for sensing applications [9-11].
There has been great interest in nano-sized elements such as gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) for the fabrication of
electrochemical sensors due to their outstanding physical and chemical properties, comprising their small size, high
catalytic activity, large surface area, and their having compatible environment [12,13]. Moreover, electrode
modification by doping of AuNPs onto a polymeric moiety such as Ptyr can be functionalized for improving the
electronic conductivity of surface materials which enhances the kinetics of the electron transfer process. The presence
of a free amino group makes Ptyr an attractive structure for further modification by attachment of an active electron
mediator such as AuNPs. The resulting AuNPs. Ptyr-GCE modified electrode is expected to have a characteristic active
surface area, a larger adsorption domain, and hence a greater catalytic capacity.
Catecholamines are vital neurotransmitters that control the physiological processes in human bodies by regulating
communication within the neural network [14]. They are released from noradrenergic neurons in the central nervous
system (CNS) and sympathetic nervous system (SNS) for many neurophysiological processes such as monitoring heart
rate, fatty acid placement, stress sensing, body temperature, learning, and memory [15,16]. Damage in secretion or
uptake of neurotransmitters is known to cause neurodegenerative diseases and psychiatric disorders [17].
NOR is one significant transmitter which has a strong influence on attention and response activities within the
brain, is a blood pressure controller, and regulates emotional excitement and mood disorders [18]. It has an important
role in the treatment of hypertension, bronchial asthma, organic heart disease and myocardial infarction, and in cardiac
surgery [19]. Abnormal levels of NOR in plasma and urine are utilized as a biomarker for several diseases such as
hypertension, diabetes mellitus ketoacidosis, neuroblastoma and Parkinson’s disease [20,21]. Therefore, a large
number of methods have been developed for the sensitive and selective quantification of trace amount of NOR in
biological samples or pharmaceutical formulations [22,23]. A nonconventional method for rapid detection with great
precision and reproducibility has been an urgent demand for neurotransmitter analysis that includes the application of
electrochemical sensors with highly reactive surface materials [24,25]. Electrochemical approaches applying various
systems of interest have been proposed for selective and sensitive analysis, based on active surface modifications
including the attachment of metal nanoparticles to conducting polymers [26], surfactant assisted metal oxide
nanoparticles [27], self-assembled L-cysteine/AuNPs/MWCNT [28], and a graphene modified electrode [29], among
many others.
In the present work, the attachment of AuNPs has been achieved by direct surface casting a drop of AuNPs over
the pre-fabricated (Ptyr-GCE) surface. The rich π-bonding electrons of the polymer backbone attract strongly to
electrons of gold atoms in the outer orbitals. The resulting modified electrochemical system (AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE) was
studied to explore its composition, stability and electrochemical performance for the selective determination of
norepinephrine (NOR) in the presence and absence of electrochemically active interference biological species such as
ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA). Furthermore, the analytical performance of the proposed sensor was tested for
real samples (pharmaceutical ampoule solution and plasma blood).

2. Experimental section
2.1 Apparatus and chemicals
A BAS 50W Potentiostat was used to control all electrochemical measurements that were conducted in a threeelectrode cell. A bare GCE (before modification) was used as the working electrode (WE), a platinum coil as the
counter electrode (CE) and Ag/AgCl/KCl(sat.) as the reference electrode (RE). The potentiostat and electrodes were
purchased from BAS (Bioanalytical System, West Lafayette, IN, USA). The WE was regularly polished prior to each
experiment to a mirror surface using a polishing cloth and alumina slurry (5.0 and 1.0m), rinsed with acetone and
washed fully with distilled water, then ultra-sonicated in water for 5 min using JAC Ultra Sonic (LABKOREA INC,
Korea), and finally rinsed thoroughly with distilled water.
The tyramine (tyr) monomer, norepinephrine (NOR), ascorbic acid (AA), uric acid (UA), potassium
ferrohexacyanate, K4(Fe(CN)6, potassium ferrihexacyanate, K3(Fe(CN)6, and sulfuric acid (H2SO4), all were of
analytical grades purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Germany. Potassium orthophosphate (KH 2PO4) and
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dipotassium phosphate (K2HPO4) were obtained from BDH, UK. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) of 30 nm size come with
a citrate ligand (Nanopartz Inc., USA). A moderately alkaline background electrolyte (pH = 7.4) made of 0.1 M
phosphate buffer solution (PBS) was used for selective determination of NOR in the electrochemical cell (size = 20
mL) which was degassed for 10 min prior to measurement with oxygen-free nitrogen gas, and which was blanketed
throughout the experiment.
2.2 Fabrication of the surface network
The proposed AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE surface network was fabricated by deposition of Ptyr onto the clean GCE via
reversible voltammetric cycling followed by a drop casting of 20 L AuNPs. The electrochemical deposition of the
Ptyr was achieved by continuous scanning of the WE potential between 0 mV and 1400 mV vs. Ag/ AgCl at 50 mV/s
for 30 scans (15 cycles) in 0.1 M of H2SO4 containing 20 mM tyr monomer. The deposition time limit for controlling
the thickness of the Ptyr film is a crucial factor to build up a sensitive surface material possessing a good conductivity.
Therefore, lowering the number of repetitive cycles to 15 was sufficient to fabricate a thin and stable platform for
doping electroactive materials such as AuNPs and presenting an active surface for electron shuttling with the electrode
substrate. The electrode sensitivity decreases dramatically with a larger deposition time limit of Ptyr (above 20 cycles),
in agreement with previous experimental data describing the surface resistivity, passivation and limitation of active
area due to increasing film thickness [30].
2.3 Characterization of the surface network
The surface materials of the modified electrode were essentially identified (structure, composition and reactivity)
using various analytical tools. An X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) machine (Omicron Nanotechnology XPS
system, Germany) was employed to determine the composition of materials deposited onto the GCE. The obtained
XPS spectra of individual components were de-convoluted using a Gaussian Lorentzian function after background
subtraction with a Shirley function in Casa XPS software (Casa Software Ltd, UK). The binding energies were
calibrated with respect to a adventitious C 1s feature at 284.6 eV.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experiments using a Bi-Potentiostat PC-14 (Gamry, USA) were
conducted to identify the resistivity of the deposited materials on the electron transfer processes. The EIS data were
recorded in a three-electrode cell containing 5 mM of [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- solution within a frequency range of between 100
kHz to 1 Hz at an amplitude of 5 mV. Randle’s equivalent circuit was used to demonstrate the electrochemical
properties at the solid/electrolyte interface at open circuit potential.
Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and Differential Pulse Voltammetry (DPV) techniques (BAS Software, USA) were
used for electrochemical deposition of the modified electrode, reactivity and selectivity tests, and analytical
performance for sensitivity of determination of NOR in artificial and real samples.
2.4 Preparation of real samples
A noradrenaline ampoule (1 mg/mL) and plasma blood samples were obtained from SQU hospital, Muscat,
Oman. The drug solution was diluted 10 times with PBS (0.1 M of pH = 7.4) to prepare a 0.591 mM stock solution
which was applied directly for DPV measurements of NOR. On the other hand, the plasma blood was diluted 3 times
with PBS and the standard addition method for as-prepared 0.5 mM of NOR was applied. The recovery percentage of
NOR in both real samples was computed to evaluate the sensitivity and reliability of the proposed sensor.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Fabrication of the surface network materials
Electrochemical deposition of Ptyr film on the GCE surface was obtained by repetitive voltammetric scanning of
30 segments (15 cycles) using the cyclic voltammetry (CV) method. The electrode potential was reversibly stepped
between 0 and 1400 mV vs Ag/AgCl at a rate of 50 mV/s in an electrochemical cell containing 20 mM of tyr monomer
dissolved in 0.1 M H2SO4. Figure 1 shows an irreversible anodic peak for tyr oxidation at 1175 mV (for the first cycle)
which decreases significantly at the preliminary four successive cycles. Moreover, the anodic peak potential is shifted
negatively to 1125 mV in the fourth cycle. The above trend suggests a surface passivation due to the generation of low
conductivity short oligomers. The growth of the polymeric film in the subsequent cycles from cycle 5 (dotted black) to
cycle 15 (solid black) as shown in the inset is associated with reduction of the surface resistivity, apparent by a
spontaneous increase of the anodic peak current at 1135 mV. The propagation of the polymer (Ptyr) is predominantly
carried out by the formation of cationic radical intermediates due to an oxidation reaction of the phenolic group present
in the tyr monomer [31]. The phenoxy cationic radical produced in the initiation step undergoes a dimerization reaction
by attacking a new tyr molecule (linkage via the ortho position in the aromatic ring). With subsequent cycling, the
oligomerization process is continued to form an insoluble propagated polymer that is deposited onto the electrode
surface in a mechanism consistent with those demonstrated for Ptyr deposition at sputtered [32] and
graphite [33] electrodes. In the present experimental conditions, the 15 repetitive cycles were appraised to build a thin
polymeric film on the electrode surface. It was observed that the anodic peak current adopted nearly a constant value
above 15 cycles, indicating the growth of a thicker film. The thickness and the amount of Ptyr deposited on the
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electrode surface are directly affected by the nature of the electrode substrate, the concentration of tyr monomer and
electrolyte composition (mostly the pH), the number of potential cycles and scan rates. It should be noted that the
oxidation of tyr in an acidic medium results in the formation of Ptyr with a rich number of free cationic amino groups
(one per a chain). Accordingly, the experimental conditions and data presented in Figure 1 were selected to generate a
thin Ptyr platform film for doping active surface materials such as gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). The above pattern of
fabrication increases the electrode surface area and enhances the electron transfer kinetics with the targeted
electroactive species. For this task, a drop of 20 L AuNPs was mechanically added onto the moiety of the fabricated
Ptyr modified surface.
The proposed sensor (AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE) was characterized using various analytical tools and finally applied for
the selective determination of NOR in artificial and real samples.

Figure 1. Reversible potentiodynamic waves (15 cycles) using GCE in 20 mM of acidified tyr monomer. The
electrode potential scanned between 0 and 1400 mV at a rate of 50 mV/s.

3.2 Characterization of surface materials
3.2.1 XPS studies
The XPS core level spectra of C 1s peaks obtained from different samples are shown in Figure 2. The XPS
spectra of a bare GCE surface shown in Figure 2 (A) produces approximately an equal percentage of (C-C)/ (C-H) sp2
hybridization obtained at (284.5 eV) and sp3 hybridization at (285.0 eV), respectively. The structure and percentage of
(C-C)/(C-H) function are changed upon deposition of the polymer and came as a single peak at its preference position
of 284.6 eV with 93.6% as shown in Figure 2 (B). Two extra convoluted peaks were obtained at 285.7 eV (21.3%) and
287.1 eV (12.6%) characterized for functional groups of (C-N)/(C-O) and (C=O), respectively. Upon casting of the
AuNPs, the C 1s spectra for the fabricated (AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE) shows some distinctive features on the nature of surface
functionalities in terms of binding energies and percent concentrations. Figure 2 (C) depicts three convoluted peaks
obtained at 284.8 eV (79%), 285.9 eV (38.3%) and 289 eV (32.1%) assigned to (C-C)/(C-H), (C-N)/(C-O), and (C=O),
respectively.
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Figure 2. XPS spectra for surface samples; (A) C 1s of pristine GCE, (B) C 1s of Ptyr-GCE, (C) C 1s of AuNPs.PtyrGCE, and (D) Au 4f of AuNPs onto Ptyr moiety.

The above characteristic topographies presented in Figure 2 (B) and (C) are evidence for successful deposition
of Ptyr and the construction of the proposed (AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE) sensor. The presence of AuNPs on the surface
materials is confirmed by the high resolution XPS spectra for the Au 4f pattern shown in Figure 2 (D). Two
deconvoluted peaks at electronic states of 82.7 eV (Au 4f7/2) and 86.3 eV (Au 4f5/2) [34] were obtained with a spinorbit separation of 3.7 eV confirming the attachment of Au species onto the surface moiety [35]. The experimental data
and all features presented in Figure 2 are evidence for successful surface modification and the final preparation of the
proposed sensor.
3.2.2 EIS and electrochemical studies
The structure of the solid/liquid interface is subject to some limiting factors that affect the reactivity of the
fabricated sensors. Restriction factors are centralized by the internal resistance generated by surface modification and
can be represented by the impedance of the electrodes under investigation. The internal resistance is composed of three
components: charge transfer resistance (Rct) which arises by surface activation, the omhic component which is
described by the solution resistance (Rs) due to solution resistivity and the nature of surface materials, and finally the
concentration or mass transport resistance (generally considered as a pure diffusion). These important features can be
studied efficiently using the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) under experimental conditions of a narrow
potential window and a wide frequency range.
The Nyquist plot presented in Figure 3(A) demonstrates the applied potential at the open circuit value of a redox
probe (5 mM of [Fe(CN)6]3-/4-) which is characterized by both faradaic and non-faradaic processes. The faradaic
process is initiated by the surface activation process and defined by the electrode kinetics (fast or slow). Therefore, it is
a direct measurement of (Rct) and describes the extent of impedance (inhibition) of the electron transfer process at the
modified surfaces.
Mathematically, it is inversely proportional to the rate constant of the electron transfer process (kct) induced by
surface materials and simply given by (Rct * kct = K) [36], where K is a constant equal to 0.749 cm.ohm/s for the
present experimental conditions, which involve the transfer of a single electron (n = 1) at ambient temperature (T = 298
K). The non-faradaic process arises due to charging of the double layer capacitance (Cdl) via electrostatic attraction of
ions at the interface satisfied by the value of potential across it. In addition, a typical semicircular curve with resistance
zone combines both (Rct) and the uncompensated solution resistance (Rs) imposed by the working electrolyte, both
obtained at high frequency. The mass transport process (diffusion) is depicted as a straight line obtained at low
frequencies.
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Figure 3. (A) EIS spectra represented by Nyquist plot for bare GCE (black open circle), Ptyr-GCE (red cross) and
AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE (blue closed circle) in the presence of 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3/4. (B) CVs for bare GCE (black), PtyrGCE (red) and AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE (blue dotted) in the presence of 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3/4.
The EIS fitting data for all electrodes depicted in Figure 3(A) have different values of Rct owing to the nature of
the surface materials. For instance, the bare GCE (black open circle) produces a value of 470 Ω which increased
extremely to 2360 Ω prior to deposition of Ptyr onto GCE (red cross). The value of Rct obtained for AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE
(blue closed circle) is lowered dramatically to 855 Ω. Apparently, introducing of AuNPs as a new member of the
surface materials improves the kinetics (decreases the surface resistivity) of the fabricated sensor. Consequently, the
computed (kct) value for the proposed (AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE) sensor was 8.77 × 10-4 cm/s, higher by 2.8 times over that
(3.18 × 10-4 cm/s) of the (Ptyr-GCE) modified electrode. It is obvious that the presence of exterior AuNPs increases
both the electrode conductivity and the active surface area.
Figure 3(B) depicts the electrochemical behavior of bare GCE (solid black) and as-prepared modified electrodes
Ptyr-GCE (solid red) and AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE (dotted blue), respectively, in the presence of a redox probe (5 mM of
[Fe(CN)6]3-/4-) using the CV method. Both bare GCE and AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE produce very well-defined and comparable
reversible redox waves with peak potential separation (Ep = Ep,a  Ep,c) of 106 mV and 188 mV, respectively. In the
case of Ptyr-GCE, the calculated (Ep = 282 mV) value becomes much larger due to the evident potential shift (far
positive and negative) of both anodic and cathodic peaks, suggesting slow electrode kinetics. The presence of AuNPs
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onto the Ptyr moiety improves the electron transfer process by lowering the electrode over-potential by approximately
100 mV. Moreover, the response currents (anodic and cathodic) of the AuNPs.Ptyr modified surface are much greater
than that recorded for the virgin Ptyr surface, consisting with the experimental data of EIS presented in Figure 3(A).
The above characteristic mapping confirms a successful construction of modified electrodes and the importance of
AuNPs as a reactive dopant. A further investigation on the behavior of NOR oxidation at various electrodes was
conducted to characterize the significance of AuNP doped surface materials.
Figure 4 depicts the electrochemical oxidation of 50 M NOR at various electrodes in 0.1 M of PBS (pH = 7.4)
and (v = 50 mV/s) using the DPV technique. The electrochemical measurements were expressed by the change in the
current response of NOR oxidation (I) after eliminating the current response of the background electrolyte generated
by each electrode. Obviously, the current response at the bare GCE is the lowest compared to the as-prepared modified
electrodes which can be attributed to weak adsorption of NOR. In the intermediate (Ptyr-GCE) surface, the current
response is little higher than the bare substrate due to the presence of more active surface sites to attract NOR. The
proposed sensor (AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE) shows a prominent current response approaching 1.75 times greater than that of
the (Ptyr-GCE) modified electrode. The presence of AuNPs has an evident synergism action for accelerating the
electron transfer process with NOR and also offers a wide adsorption assembled surface for stronger bonding. It should
be noted that the peak potential of NOR oxidation is shifted in a more negative direction by 25 mV compared to the
modified Ptyr-GCE. It is good evidence for a rapid electrochemical reaction that is explicitly pertinent to the surface
materials of the proposed sensor.

Figure 4. DPV current responses at 50 mV/s for the oxidation of 50 M NOR in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7.4) recorded at
bare GCE (black), Ptyr-GCE (red) and AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE (blue).
3.2.3 The behavior of NOR oxidation at AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE
The electrochemical behavior of NOR at the developed AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE was monitored using the cyclic
voltammetry (CV) technique as shown in Figure 5 (A). Apparently, the reaction mechanism of NOR is following an
irreversible mode concluded by the growth of an anodic peak at 240 mV in the forward scan corresponding to NOR
oxidation, which increases linearly with increasing [NOR]. In the reverse cathodic scan, only a peak shoulder of
constant current response is collected at 130 mV for the entire [NOR] range. This trend can be attributed to the reaction
mechanism of NOR oxidation which involves a cyclization step [37]. It is important to note that some literature reports
that NOR experiences a reversible reaction by varying the recorded anodic and cathodic peaks with electrode scan rates
without considering the size (ratio) of both obtained peaks.
Figure 5 (B) depicts the linear relationship of the anodic peak current (Ip) as a function of [NOR] collected from
the basic experimental data of Figure 5 (A). The resulting slope of (0.0577 A/M) is important to calculate the
diffusion coefficient of NOR applying the Randles-Sevcik equation for irreversible processes [36]. The calculated
value is 7.39 × 10-5 cm2/s assuming a transfer of two electrons (n = 2) by NOR oxidation. The obtained value for the
present system is approximately two times greater than (3.30 × 10-5 cm2/s) evaluated at a ZnO/CNTs modified
electrode [38].
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Figure 5. (A) CV waves for the behavior of NOR at AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE (v = 50 mV/s) in PBS (pH = 7.4) recorded for a
range of [NOR]; (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, (e) 20, (f) 25, (g) 30, (h) 35, (i) 40, and (j) 50 M. (B) The linear
relationship of Ip vs [NOR] of the original DPV data presented in Fig. 5 (A).
The minimum and maximum boundaries of NOR diffusion coefficient values were not identified since this
thermodynamic parameter is affected by the electrolyte composition, the nature of surface materials, the ionic or
molecular size, and the temperature.
The reactivity of the proposed sensor (AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE) was tested under experimental conditions given in
Figure 5 (A) for 10 cycles (20 segments) in the presence of 50 M of NOR. The anodic peak current decreased
spontaneously with subsequent cycles to fall to 86.0% (in the last three cycles) of its ideal initial value as shown in
Figure 6. This marks a change in the nature of the surface due to the accumulation of inactive oxidation byproducts.
Moreover, it describes the robustness and stability of the developed sensor against surface poisoning. It is worth noting
that the oxidative pathway of NOR is initiated by the transfer of two-electrons and two-protons, forming an unstable oquinone derivative that rapidly cyclized via intermolecular attraction to produce a leucochrome derivative. The reaction
is propagated to the formation of an electrochemically inactive melanin polymeric species [37, 39].

Figure 6. The reactivity test of AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE (current response as a function of repetitive CV cycles) for the
oxidation of 50 M NOR in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7.4).
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Scheme 1. The oxidative pathway of NOR describing the cyclization step and end propagation mechanism for the
formation of inactive melamine polymer.
3.2.4 Selective determination of NOR at AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE
The practical application of AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE for NOR quantification is presented in Figure 7 employing DPV in
0.1 M of PBS (pH = 7.4) at (v = 50 mV/s). A well-defined anodic peak current was obtained at 192 mV vs Ag/AgCl
corresponding to NOR oxidation, which directly correlated to successive increments of [NOR]. The stability and
reactivity of the sensor is diagnosed by bringing the anodic peak to a constant potential value for the entire applied
[NOR] range. The linear plot of (Ip) as a function of [NOR] shown in the inset of Figure 7 produces a slope of (0.1189
A/M), by which the calculated detection limit (DL3) was 0.130 M (22 ppb).

Figure 7. (A) DPV current responses for NOR oxidation at AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE (v = 50 mV/s) in PBS (pH = 7.4)
recorded as a function of [NOR]; (a) 0.5, (b) 1, (c) 2, (d) 3, (e) 4, (f) 5, (g) 6, (h) 7, (i) 8, (j) 9, (k) 11, (l) 13, (m) 15, (n)
18, and (o) 22 M. (B) The linear relationship of Ip vs [NOR] of the original data presented in Figure 7(A).
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Table 1 lists the analytical performance of various modified electrodes [40-46] for NOR quantification in terms
of detection limit, sensitivity and applied electrochemical method. The present electrochemical system is highly
competent and exhibits superior performance to some relevant polymeric constituent surfaces.
Inspection of the competency of the proposed sensor was performed by selective determination of NOR in the
presence of AA (250 M) and UA (50 M) as electroactive interference species. Figure 8(A) shows the DPV anodic
peak for NOR oxidation obtained at 192 mV which increases gradually with subsequent addition of NOR for a
concentration range between 0.5 M and 25 M. The inset of Figure 8(A) shows that the DPV anodic peaks for AA
and UA oxidation (in the absence of NOR) occurred at 2 mV and 266 mV, respectively.
Table 1. The analytical performance of various modified electrodes in terms of detection limit, sensitivity and method
employed for NOR quantification.
________________________________________________________________________
Modified
DL
Sensitivity
Method
Ref.
Electrode
(M) (A/M)
________________________________________________________________________
PDAN/GCE
1.82
0.012
DPV
[41]
Ppy/b-CD-ME
0.80
0.050
SWV
[42]
BHa and TiO2 NPs
0.50
0.199
DPV
[43]
Poly(Glutamic acid) MCPE
0.43
0.094
DPV
[44]
CACE/GCE
0.28
0.044
DPV
[45]
MWNTs-ZnO/Ch-SPE
0.20
0.059
SWV
[46]
Poly(Cresol Red)/GCE
0.20
0.156
DPV
[47]
AuNPS.Ptyr/GCE
0.13
0.119
DPV
Present
________________________________________________________________________
A potential distance of 190 mV from AA and 74 mV from UA is adequate to overcome any possible overlap of
anodic peaks of the three species. Moreover, the adsorption capacity of the electrode surface materials is capable of
assembling all molecules and their byproducts indicating a robust and reactive sensor. A close scrutiny of the linear
plot, (Ip) vs [NOR], given in Figure 8(B), demonstrates that the slope of (0.1015 A/M) is consistent with that in the
absence of AA and UA (shown above in the insert of Figure 7) which is evidence of good reproducibility and the
stability of the present sensor. Moreover, the calculated detection limit (DL3) was 0.142 M (24 ppb). The reliability
and sensitivity of the present electrochemical system were tested for the determination of NOR in drug and blood
plasma samples using a DPV method as described above in section 2.4. The average recovery percentage (n = 3) of
NOR listed in Table 2 was obtained by conversion the DPV peak current into [NOR] using the regression data
illustrated in Figure 8(B). The minimum (95%) and maximum (101%) of reported percentages under the present
experimental conditions describe the extent of reactivity and analytical performance of the sensor developed for
sensitive NOR determination.
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Figure 8. (A) DPV current responses for selective determination of NOR in the presence of 250 M [AA] and 50 M
[UA] at AuNPs.Ptyr-GCE (v = 50 mV/s) in PBS (pH = 7.4) recorded for a range of [NOR]; (a) 0.5, (b) 1, (c) 1.5, (d) 2,
(e) 3, (f) 4, (g) 5, (h) 6, (i) 8, (j) 10, (k) 13, (l) 16, (m) 19, (n) 22, and (o) 25 M. Insert is the DPV response in the
absence of NOR. (B) The linear relationship of Ip vs [NOR] of the original DPV data presented in Figure 8 (A).
Table 2. The recovery percentage of NOR in pharmaceutical ampoule and plasma blood samples.
______________________________________________________________________________
[Actual]
[Found]  RSD(a)
Recovery
Samples (M)
(M)
(%)
______________________________________________________________________________
Ampoule
(1)
0.591
0.565  0.021
95.6
(2)
1.182
1.150  0.027
97.3
(3)
2.364
2.327  0.035
98.4
(4)
4.728
4.783  0.028
101.2
(5)
9.456
9.464  0.019
100.1
Plasma
(1)
0.00
N.D.
-----(2)
0.50
0.475  0.017
95.0
(3)
1.00
0.956  0.026
95.6
(4)
3.00
2.980  0.029
99.3
(5)
6.00
6.092  0.034
101.5
(6)
9.00
9.068  0.034
100.8
______________________________________________________________________________
(a) Relative Standard Deviation (n = 3).
The electrochemical stability of the developed sensor in the last injection of NOR (25 M) NOR in the presence
of (250M AA) and (50 M UA) was verified by DPV repetitive scanning for 12 runs with 5 min intervals. The
anodic peak potential of NOR oxidation was consistently obtained at 192 mV and decreased negligibly with
subsequent runs to approach 2.6% of its maxima in the last run, suggesting a reliable and stable sensor for selective
NOR quantification in real samples.

4. Conclusion
This paper describes an approach for the fabrication of a solid-state sensor based on electrochemical
polymerization of tyramine (Ptyr) film onto the surface of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) followed by a drop casting
of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). The as-prepared surface materials (AuNPs, Ptyr-GCE) were characterized using
surface image spectroscopy and electrochemical methods. These comprehensive investigative methods explore
properties of the built up surface materials such as composition and structure, resistivity and reactivity, and analytical
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performance. The proposed sensor was tested for norepinephrine (NOR) determination in an artificial sample at which
the limit of detection was brought down to 0.130 M. The sensor excellently passed the selectivity test in the presence
of excess concentrations of electro-active biological interference agents such as ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA).
Moreover, the sensor’s performance was substantiated practically for NOR determination in a drug formulation and in
plasma blood samples with satisfactory recovery percentages.
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ABSTRACT: In this work, the extended homogeneous balance method is used to derive exact solutions of nonlinear
evolution equations. With the aid of symbolic computation, many new exact travelling wave solutions have been
obtained for Fisher’s equation and Burgers-Fisher equation. Fisher’s equation has been widely used in studying the
population for various systems, especially in biology, while Burgers-Fisher equation has many physical applications
such as in gas dynamics and fluid mechanics. The method used can be applied to obtain multiple travelling wave
solutions for nonlinear partial differential equations.
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الحلول الموجية لمعادلة فيشر باستخدام طريقة التوازن المتجانس الموسعة

 أسامة محمد عبدالسالم و فايزة محمد اللحياني،محمد محمد فارس
 بمساعدة. تم استخدام طريقة التوازن المتجانس الموسعة الشتقاق الحلول الدقيقة (التحليلية) لبعض المعادالت التفاضلية الجزئية،  ف ي هذا العمل:الملخص
 تم استخدام معادلة فيشر على نطاق. تم الحصول على العديد من الحلول الموجية الدقيقة الجديدة لمعادلة فيشر ومعادلة برجر فيشر، بعض البرامج الحسابية
 كما أن معادلة برجر فيشر لها العديد من التطبيقات الفيزيائية مثل ديناميكيات الغاز،  وكذلك في علم األحياء، واسع في دراسة السكان ألنظمة مختلفة
 يمكن تطبيق الطريقة المستخدمة للحصول على العديد من الحلول الموجية للمعادالت التفاضلية الجزئية غير الخطية.وميكانيكا الموائع
. معادلة فيشر،  طريقة التوازن المتجانس الموسعة،  المعادالت التفاضلية الجزئية،  الحلول الموجية:الكلمات المفتاحية
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TRAVELLING WAVE SOLUTIONS FOR FISHER’S EQUATION
1. Introduction

T

he exact travelling wave solutions of nonlinear evolution equations play an important role in the study of nonlinear
physical phenomena, for example, the wave phenomena observed in fluid mechanics, plasma physics, optical
fibers, solid state physics, chemical kinematics, chemical physics and geochemistry. Explicit solutions to the
mathematical modelling of physical problems are of fundamental importance. Many methods have been developed for
finding the exact solutions of nonlinear evolution equations, such as the inverse scattering method [1, 2], bilinear
transformation [1, 3, 4], the tanh-function method [5, 6], extended tanh method [7-10], sine-cosine method [11, 12], Fexpansion method [13], general expansion method [14, 15], and (𝐺′/𝐺) method [16-18]. The homogeneous balance
(HB) method, which is a direct and effective algebraic method for the computation of exact traveling wave solutions,
was first proposed by Wang [19, 20]. Later [21,22], the HB method was extended to search for other kinds of exact
solutions. Fan [23] used the HB method to search for Backlund transformation and similarity reduction of nonlinear
PDEs. He also showed that there is a close connection among the HB method, Weiss, Tabor, Carnevale (WTC) method
and Clarkson, Kruskal (CK) method. The extended homogeneous balance method is used to solve many nonlinear
evolution equations [24-28].
The Fisher’s equation [29,30] is a nonlinear partial differential equation of second order.
𝑢𝑡 = 𝑢𝑥𝑥 + 𝑢(1 − 𝑢).
Fisher proposed this equation as a model for the propagation of a mutant gene with 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) denoting the density
of advantages. This equation is encountered in chemical kinetics, population dynamics, flame propagation,
autocatalytic chemical reactions and branching Brownian motion processes. The aim of this work is to propose an
extension of the homogeneous balance method to construct more other kinds of exact solutions to nonlinear PDEs. In
order to illustrate the effectiveness and convenience of the method, the method is applied to Fisher’s equation and
Burgers-Fisher equation.
In the following section, let us simply describe the extended homogeneous balance method.

2. Proposed analytical method
In general, consider a given PDE, say in two variables
𝐻(𝑢, 𝑢𝑡 , 𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑥𝑥 , . . . . ) = 0.

(1)

We seek for the special solution of Eq. (1), the travelling wave solution, in the form
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑢(𝜁),

𝜁 = 𝑥 − 𝜆 𝑡,

(2)

where 𝜗 and 𝐿 are constants to be determined later. Using the transformation (2), Eq. (1) reduces to a nonlinear
ordinary differential equation (ODE). The next crucial step is that the solution we are looking for is expressed in the
form
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=0

𝑖=1

𝑢(𝜁) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 𝜔𝑖 + ∑ 𝑏𝑖 [1 + 𝜔]−𝑖 ,

(3)

and
′

𝜔 = 𝑘 + 𝑀𝜔 + 𝑃𝜔2 ,

(4)
′

where 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑏𝑖 are constants, while 𝑘, 𝑀 and 𝑃 are parameters to be determined later, 𝜔 = 𝜔(𝜁), and 𝜔 = 𝑑𝜔/𝑑𝜁.
The mechanism for solitary wave solutions to occur is the fact that different effects (such as, the dispersion and
nonlinearity) that act to change the wave forms in many nonlinear physical equations have to balance each other.
Therefore, one may use the above fact to determine the parameter 𝑛, which must be a positive integer, and can be
found by balancing the highest-order linear term with the nonlinear terms [26]. Substituting (3) and (4) in the relevant
ODE will yield a system of ODEs with respect to 𝑎0 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑘, 𝑀, 𝑃 and 𝜆 (where 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑚), because all the
coefficients of 𝜔 𝑗 (where 𝑗 = 0,1, . ..) have to vanish. With the aid of MATHEMATICA, one can determine 𝑎0 , 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑘,
𝑀, 𝑃 and 𝜆.
It is to be noted that the Riccati equation (4) can be solved using the homogeneous balance method as follows:
Case I: when P = 1, M = 0, the Riccati Eq. (4) has the following solutions
𝜔 = {[𝑐]𝑙𝑙 − √−𝑘 tanh[√−𝑘𝜁], 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑘 < 0, −√−𝑘 coth[√−𝑘𝜁], 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ < 0,
1

𝜔=− ,

with 𝑘 = 0,

𝜁
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(5)
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and
𝜔 = {[𝑐]𝑙𝑙√𝑘 tan[√𝑘𝜁], 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 > 0, −√𝑘 cot[√𝑘𝜁],

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 > 0.

(7)

Since coth- and cot-type solutions appear in pairs with tanh- and tan-type solutions, respectively, they are omitted in
this paper.
𝑖
′
2
Case II:, Let 𝜔 = ∑𝑚
𝑖=0 𝐴𝑖 tanh (𝑝1 𝜁). Balancing 𝜔 with 𝜔 leads to

𝜔 = 𝐴0 + 𝐴1 tanh(𝑝1 𝜁).

(8)

Substituting equation (8) into (4), we have the following solution of Eq. (4)
𝜔=−

𝑝1
2𝑃

𝑝

𝑀

2

2𝑃

tanh( 1 𝜁) −

, with 𝑃𝑘 =

𝑀2 −𝑝12
4

.

(9)

𝑖
Similarly, let 𝜔 = ∑𝑚
𝑖=0 𝐴𝑖 coth (𝑝1 𝜁), then we obtain the following solution:

𝜔=−
with 𝑃𝑘 =

𝑀2 −𝑝12
4

𝑝1
2𝑃

𝑝

𝑀

2

2𝑃

coth( 1 𝜁) −

.

Case III:, We suppose that the Riccati Eq. (4) has the following solutions of the form
𝑖
𝑖−1
𝜔 = 𝐴 0 + ∑𝑚
𝑔),
𝑖=0 (𝐴𝑖 𝑓 + 𝐵𝑖 𝑓

(10)

with
𝑓=

1
cosh𝜁+𝑟

, 𝑔=

sinh𝜁
cosh𝜁+𝑟

,

(11)

Substituting equations (10) and (11) into (4), we have the following solution of Eq. (4)
𝜔=−

1
2𝑃

(𝑀 +

sinh(𝜁)+√𝑟 2 −1
cosh(𝜁)+𝑟

) , with 𝑃𝑘 =

𝑀2 −1
4

(12)

where 𝑟 is an arbitrary constant. It should be noticed that solution (12), as 𝑟 = 1, degenerates to
𝜔=−

1

𝜁

2𝑃

[𝑀 + tanh ( )]

(13)

2

Case IV:, We suppose that the Riccati Eq. (4) has the following solutions of the form
𝑖−1
𝜔 = 𝐴 0 + ∑𝑚
(𝐴𝑖 sinh𝜂 + 𝐵𝑖 cosh𝜂),
𝑖=0 sinh

(14)

where 𝑑𝜂/𝑑𝜁 = sinh𝜂 or 𝑑𝜂/𝑑𝜁 = cosh𝜂 Balancing 𝜔′ with 𝜔2 leads to 𝑚 = 1
𝜔 = 𝐴0 + 𝐴1 sinh𝜂 + 𝐵1 cosh𝜂.

(15)

When 𝑑𝜂/𝑑𝜁 = sinh𝜂, we substitute (15) and 𝑑𝜂/𝑑𝜁 = sinh𝜂 into (4) and set the coefficient of sinh𝑖 𝜂cosh𝑗 𝜂, 𝑖 =
0,1,2, 𝑗 = 0,1 to zero and solve the obtained set of algebraic equations to get
𝐴0 =
where 𝑘 =

𝑀2 −4
4𝑃

2𝑃

1

, 𝐴1 = 0, 𝐵1 = ,

(16)

𝑃

, while

𝐴0 =
where 𝑘 =

−𝑀

−𝑀
2𝑃

1

1

, 𝐴1 = ±√2𝑃 , 𝐵1 = 𝑃,

(17)

𝑀2 −1

. To 𝑑𝜂/𝑑𝜁 = sinh𝜂 we have
sinh𝜂 = −𝑐𝑠𝑒𝑠ℎ𝜁, cosh𝜂 = −coth𝜁.
From (16)-(18) we obtain
𝑀+2coth𝜁
𝜔=−
.
4𝑃

2𝑃

24
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where 𝑘 =

𝑀2 −4
4𝑃

, and
𝜔=−

where 𝑘 =

𝑀±𝑐𝑠𝑒𝑠ℎ𝜁+coth𝜁
2𝑃

𝑀2 −1

.

(20)

4𝑃

3. Applications of the proposed method
In this section, we will illustrate the above approach for a class of nonlinear evolution equations namely, Fisher’s
equation.
3.1 Example 1. Fisher’s equation
We apply the extended homogeneous balance method to construct the traveling wave solutions for Fisher’s
equation [24,25]. The Fisher’s equation is a nonlinear partial differential equation of second order, of the form
𝑢𝑡 = 𝑢𝑥𝑥 + 𝑢(1 − 𝑢).

(21)

Applying the transformation 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑈(𝜁), 𝜁 = 𝑥 − 𝜆𝑡 to Eq. (21) we find 𝑉 satisfies the following ordinary
differential equation
−𝑈 + 𝑈 2 − 𝜆𝑈′ − 𝑈′′ = 0.
(22)
Balancing 𝑈′′ with 𝑈 2 yields |𝑚| = 2.Therefore, we are looking for the solution in the form
𝑈 = 𝑎0 + 𝑏0 + 𝑎1 𝜔 + 𝑏1 (1 + 𝜔)−1 + 𝑎2 𝜔2 + 𝑏2 (1 + 𝜔)−2 ,

(23)

Substituting Eqs. (23) and (4) in Eq. (22), we get a polynomial equation 𝜔. Hence, equating the coefficient of
𝜔 𝑗 (i.e., 𝑗 = 0,1,2, . ..) to zero and solving the obtained system of overdetermined algebraic equation using symbolic
manipulation package MATHEMATICA, results in:
The first set:
1
1
(−12𝑃2 + 12𝑘𝑃 + 1), 𝑏1 = √3√−384𝑃4 + 576𝑘𝑃3 − 192𝑘 3 𝑃 + 1, 𝑎2 = 0,
2
2
𝑏2 = 6(𝑘 2 − 2𝑃𝑘 + 𝑃2 ), 𝜆 = −480(𝑘𝑃2 𝑏1 − 𝑃3 𝑏1 ).

𝑎1 = 0, 𝑃 ≠ 0, 𝑎0 =

(24)

The second set:
𝑏2 = 0, 𝑃 ≠ 0, 𝑘 =

𝑀2 −1
4𝑃

1

, 𝑎0 = (𝑀2 + 8𝑘𝑃 + 1), 𝑏1 = 0, 𝑎2 = 6𝑃2 , 𝑀 ≠ 0,
2

−36𝑃𝑀6 + 432𝑘𝑃2 𝑀4 − 1728𝑘 2 𝑃3 𝑀2 + 211𝑃𝑀2 + 2304𝑘 3 𝑃4 − 424𝑘𝑃2 − 35𝑃 + 70𝑃𝑎0
,
35𝑀
6
𝜆 = (36𝑀9 − 432𝑘𝑃𝑀7 + 1728𝑘 2 𝑃2 𝑀5 − 73𝑀 5 − 2304𝑘 3 𝑃3 𝑀3 + 160𝑘𝑃𝑀3 + 70𝑎0 𝑀3 − 35𝑀3
7
−1152𝑘 2 𝑃2 𝑀 + 280𝑘𝑃𝑀 − 560𝑘𝑃𝑎0 𝑀 + 2𝑀 + 560𝑘 2 𝑃𝑎1 ).
=

(25)

For the first set (24), if 𝑀 = 0, 𝑃 = 1 we get the solutions satisfying case I for 𝑘 > 0. Therefore, the solutions of
Fisher’s equation of the type (21), will be
𝑢1 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 +

𝑢2 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 +

𝑏2 +𝑏1 (√𝑘tan(√𝑘𝜁)+1)
2

(√𝑘tan(√𝑘𝜁)+1)

(√𝑘cot(√𝑘𝜁)+1)𝑏1 +𝑏2
2

(√𝑘cot(√𝑘𝜁)+1)

,

(26)

.

(27)

For 𝑘 < 0,
𝑢3 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 +

𝑏2 +𝑏1 (1−√−𝑘tanh(√−𝑘𝜁))
2

(√−𝑘tanh(√−𝑘𝜁)−1)

25

,

(28)
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𝑢4 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 +

(1−√𝑘coth(√𝑘𝜁))𝑏1 +𝑏2

,

2

(√𝑘coth(√𝑘𝜁)−1)

(29)

Now for the solutions satisfying cases II & III & IV, we have the compatibility condition,
𝑀2 −𝑝2

1
𝑃𝑘 =
.
4
(30)

Therefore, substitute for 𝑃 and 𝑘, from Eq. (24) into Eq. (30) and solve for 𝑝1 . It is found that
𝑝1 = −

√1−2𝑎0
√3

or

√1−2𝑎0
√3

.

(31)

Hence, for case II, we get the following solutions:
𝑢5 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 +

2𝑃(2𝑃𝑏2 +𝑏1 (2𝑃−𝑝1 (𝑀+2tanh(𝜁𝑝1 ))))
2

(𝑝1 (𝑀+2tanh(𝜁𝑝1 ))−2𝑃)

,

(32)

Figure 1. 3D and contour plots of the solution (32) with 𝑎0 = −2 𝑃 = 5 and 𝑘 = 5.
and
𝑢6 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 +

2𝑃(2𝑃(𝑏1 +𝑏2 )−(𝑀+2coth(𝜁𝑝1 ))𝑏1 𝑝1 )
2

((𝑀+2coth(𝜁𝑝1 ))𝑝1 −2𝑃)

,

(33)

In the same manner case III, results in the solution
𝑢7 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 +
−

4𝑃2 𝑏2 (𝑟+cosh(𝜁))2
2

(𝑀𝑟−2𝑃𝑟+(𝑀−2𝑃)cosh(𝜁)+sinh(𝜁)+√𝑟 2 −1)
2𝑃𝑏1 (𝑟+cosh(𝜁))

𝑀𝑟−2𝑃𝑟+(𝑀−2𝑃)cosh(𝜁)+sinh(𝜁)+√𝑟 2 −1

,

with the condition that 𝑝1 = 1.
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Figure 2. 3D and density plots of the solution (35) with 𝑎0 = −2, 𝑃 = 5 and 𝑘 = 5.
For case IV, the solution form is
𝑢8 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 +

2𝑃((𝑀+2𝑃+coth(𝜁)+csch(𝜁))𝑏1 +2𝑃𝑏2 )

,

(𝑀+2𝑃+coth(𝜁)+csch(𝜁))2

(35)

with the condition that 𝑝1 = 1,
𝑢9 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 +

2𝑃((−𝑀+2𝑃−2coth(𝜁))𝑏1 +2𝑃𝑏2 )

,

(𝑀−2𝑃+2coth(𝜁))2

(36)

with the condition that 𝑝1 = 2.
For the second set we are left only with solutions satisfying cases II & III & IV. Since, the main criteria for these
cases to be applicable is the compatibility condition,
𝑃𝑘 =

𝑀2 −𝑝12
4

.

(37)

From (25), it is found that
𝑝1 = 1.

(38)

Therefore, solutions to equation of the type (21), will be
2

3

𝑢10 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 + 𝑝12 (𝑀 + 2tanh(𝜁𝑝1 )) −

𝑎1 𝑝1 (𝑀+2tanh(𝜁𝑝1 ))

2

,

(39)

,

(40)

,

(41)

2𝑃

and
2

3

𝑢11 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 + (𝑀 + 2coth(𝜁𝑝1 )) 𝑝12 −

(𝑀+2coth(𝜁𝑝1 ))𝑎1 𝑝1

2

2𝑃

In the same manner case III, results in the solution
3

sinh(𝜁)+√𝑟 2 −1

2

𝑟+cosh(𝜁)

𝑢12 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 + (𝑀 +

2

sinh(𝜁)+√𝑟2 −1
)
𝑟+cosh(𝜁)

𝑎1 (𝑀+

) −

2𝑃

where 𝑝1 = 1,
For case IV, the solution form is
3

𝑎1 (𝑀+coth(𝜁)+csch(𝜁))

2

2𝑃

𝑢13 (𝑥, 𝑡) = (𝑀 + coth(𝜁) + csch(𝜁))2 +
with 𝑝1 = 1.

+ 𝑎0 ,

(42)

3.2 Example 2. Burgers-Fisher equation
Consider Burgers-Fisher equation [24,25].
𝑢𝑡 = 𝑢𝑥𝑥 + 𝑢𝑢𝑥 + 𝑢(1 − 𝑢).

(43)

Apply the transformation 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑈(𝜁), 𝜁 = 𝑥 − 𝜆𝑡 to Eq. (43) Then it is reduced to the following ordinary
differential equation:
27
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−𝑈 + 𝑈 2 − 𝜆𝑈′ + 𝑈𝑈′ − 𝑈′′ = 0.

(44)

Balancing 𝑈 ′′ with 𝑈𝑈′ yields m=1. Therefore, we are looking for the solution in the form
𝑈 = 𝑎0 + 𝑏0 + 𝑎1 𝜔 + 𝑏1 (1 + 𝜔)−1 ,

(45)

substituting Eqs. (45) and (4) in Eq. (44), we get a polynomial equation 𝜔. Hence, equating the coefficient of 𝜔 𝑗 (i.e.,
𝑗 = 0,1,2, . ..) to zero and solving the obtained system of overdetermined algebraic equations using the symbolic
manipulation package MATHEMATICA, results in :
𝑀 = 2𝑃 + 1, 𝑘 = 𝑃 + 1, 𝑎1 = 0, 𝑃 ≠ 0, 𝑏1 =

𝑎0
𝑃

, 𝑏1 ≠ 0, 𝜆 = −𝑎0 + 𝑃𝑏1 + 2.

(46)

For the first set, as in the previous example , we apply the compatibility condition, in using the solutions
satisfying cases II & III & IV.
𝑃𝑘 =

𝑀2 −𝑝12
4

.

(47)

Therefore, substitute for 𝑃 and 𝑘, from Eq. (46), into Eq. (47) and solve for 𝑝1 . It is found that
𝑝1 = 1 or 𝑝1 = −1.

(48)

Therefore, the solution to the equation of the type (43), will be
1

𝑢1 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 (1 −

1+2tanh(𝑥−𝜆𝑡)

),

(49)

𝑢2 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑎0 (1 −

1+2coth(𝑥−𝜆𝑡)

),

(50)

and
1

Figure 3. 3D and contour plots of the solution (51) with 𝑎0 = 0.03 𝑃 = 1 and 𝑟 =
In the same manner, case III results in the solution
𝑢3 (𝑥, 𝑡) =

(−𝑟−cosh(𝜁)+sinh(𝜁)+√𝑟 2 −1)𝑎0
𝑟+cosh(𝜁)+sinh(𝜁)+√𝑟 2 −1

,

(51)

with the condition that 𝑝1 = 1.
For case IV, the solution form is
𝑢4 (𝑥, 𝑡) =

(4𝑃+coth(𝜁)+csch(𝜁)+3)𝑎0
4𝑃+coth(𝜁)+csch(𝜁)+1

,

(52)

with 𝑝1 = 1,

4. Conclusion
In summary, an extended homogeneous balance method with computerized symbolic computation is developed
to deal with nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). Traveling wave solutions were formally derived for
Fisher’s equation and Burgers-Fisher equation. This method can be also applied to other nonlinear evolution equations.
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ABSTRACT: We introduce a new class of semigroups, that we call BZS - Boolean Zero Square-semigroups. A
semigroup S with a zero element, 0, is said to be a BZS semigroup if, for every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆, we have 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 or 𝑥 2 = 0.
We obtain some properties that describe the behaviour of the Green’s equivalence relations ℛ, ℒ, ℋ and 𝒟.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a BZS semigroup to be a band and an inverse semigroup are obtained. A
characterisation of a special type of BZS completely 0-simple semigroup is presented.
Keywords: BZS semigroup; Green’s relations; Regular; Completely 0-simple; Inverse and band.

أشباه الزمر البوالنية ذات المربع الصفري
 بينتو. أ.ج

,0  الذي يحتوي على صفرS  شبه الزمرة." لقد اوجدنا نوعا جديدا من اشباه الزمر و أطلقنا عليه اسم "اشباه الزمر البوالنيه ذات المربع الصفري:الملخص
 لقد اوجدنا بعض الصفات التي تصف تصرف عالقة جرين.x2= 0  اوx2= x  يحقق اماS  فيx يسمى شبه زمرة البوالنيه ذو مربع صفري اذا كان كل
 كما اوجدنا. شبه زمرة معاكسة,  كما اوجدنا الشروط الالزمة و الشروط الكافية ليكون شبه الزمرة هذا شبه زمره باندية. 𝒟وℛ, ℒ, ℋ التكافؤية
.التوصيف الكامل تنوع خاص من اشباه الزمر البوالنيه ذات المربع الصفري وهو شبه الزمرة الصفري البسيط التام
. معكوس و فرقة، الصفري البسيط التام، منتظم، عالقة جرين، شبه زمرة البوالنيه ذو مربع صفري:الكلمات المفتاحية
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1. Introduction

W

e shall use standard semigroup notation, that can be found, for example, in [1]. If S is a semigroup, 𝐸(𝑆)
represents the set of idempotents of S, and 𝑉(𝑥) denotes the set of inverses of an element x in S. We recall that
the natural order ≤𝑛 on the idempotents of a regular semigroup is defined by
𝑒 ≤𝑛 𝑓 ⟺ 𝑒 = 𝑒𝑓 = 𝑓𝑒
In [2], Farag and Tucci introduced the notion of a Boolean Zero Square (BZS) ring as an associative ring, not
necessarily commutative and not necessarily with identity, such that every non-zero element of R is either idempotent
or nilpotent of index 2, that is,
(∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑅) 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 ∨ 𝑥 2 = 0
The structure of BZS rings is investigated, in [2] and in [3].
It is possible to find in the literature several papers in Boolean Zero rings, and as a sample we refer to [4] in order to
several constructions in this structure.
Here we present a generalisation of these notions to semigroup theory, starting by introducing the following concept,
that follows naturally from Ring theory.
Definition. A semigroup 𝑆, with element zero 0, is said to be a BZS semigroup if, for every element 𝑥 in S, we have
𝑥 2 = 𝑥 or 𝑥 2 = 0.
In the ring case, there are more tools available due to the presence of two operations: addition and multiplication. This
fact has, as a consequence, that the majority of the results obtained in [2] and [3] cannot be replicated to the semigroup
case.
One of the results obtained in [2] is that in a BZS ring, the set of nilpotent elements, is an ideal of the ring. This
property does not hold in a general BZS semigroup, as it can easily be seen in Example 2 below. This happens because
the result only mentions the multiplicative operation, although its proof uses the additive operation heavily. We obtain
in Theorem 8 that in a BZS commutative semigroup the set of its nilpotent elements, is an ideal of the semigroup.
In what follows, unless otherwise stated, S will always denote a BZS semigroup. We denote
𝐸 = {𝑥 ∈ 𝑆|𝑥 2 = 𝑥}
and
𝑁 = {𝑥 ∈ 𝑆|𝑥 2 = 0}
respectively, the set of idempotent elements and the set of nilpotent elements of S.
Let us present some basic properties that hold in any such semigroup S.
𝑥3 = 𝑥2

(∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑆)

(1)

For any 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆, we have two cases to consider:
i) 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 ⟹ 𝑥 ⋅ 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 ⋅ 𝑥 ⟹ 𝑥 3 = 𝑥 2
ii) 𝑥 2 = 0 ⟹ 𝑥 ⋅ 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 ⋅ 0 ⟹ 𝑥 3 = 0 ⟹
which proves the result.
(∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑆)

𝑥4 = 𝑥2

and

𝑥3 = 𝑥2

𝑥 2 ∈ 𝐸(𝑆)

(2)

This follows immediately from (1).
𝐸 ∩ 𝑁 = {0}

(3)

In fact, if 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 ∩ 𝑁, we have 𝑥 = 𝑥 2 = 0, and the result follows.
(∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆)

𝑥𝑦 ∈ 𝐸\{0}

⟺

(4)

𝑦𝑥 ∈ 𝐸\{0}

Let us, assume that 𝑥𝑦 ∈ 𝐸\{0}, that is, (𝑥𝑦)2 = 𝑥𝑦, with 𝑥𝑦 ≠ 0. If 𝑦𝑥 = 0 then,
𝑦𝑥 = 0 ⟹ 𝑥 ∙ 𝑦𝑥 ∙ 𝑦 = 𝑥 ∙ 0 ∙ 𝑦
⟹ (𝑥𝑦)2 = 0
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which is a contradiction, and therefore we can conclude that 𝑦𝑥 ≠ 0. Also, if (𝑦𝑥)2 = 0 then, using (1), we have
(𝑦𝑥)2 = 0 ⟹ 𝑥(𝑦𝑥)2 𝑦 = 𝑥 ∙ 0 ∙ 𝑦
⟹ (𝑥𝑦)3 = 0
⟹ (𝑥𝑦)2 = 0
⟹ 𝑥𝑦 = 0
which is also a contradiction. So, (𝑦𝑥)2 = 𝑦𝑥 ≠ 0, which means that, 𝑦𝑥 ∈ 𝐸\{0}.
Similarly, we prove the reverse implication.
(∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆)

𝑥𝑦 ∈ 𝑁

⟺

(5)

𝑦𝑥 ∈ 𝑁

If 𝑥𝑦 ∈ 𝑁 then, by (3), 𝑥𝑦 ∉ 𝐸\{0} and therefore by (4), 𝑦𝑥 ∉ 𝐸\{0}, that is 𝑦𝑥 ∈ 𝑁. The converse
implication follows similarly.
Now, let us present some examples to illustrate this concept, which show that they can be found in a wide variety of very
well-known classes of semigroups, such as bands, completely 0-simple semigroups and inverse semigroups.
Example 1. Any band, B, with zero is clearly, a BZS semigroup, with 𝐸 = 𝐵 and 𝑁 = {0}.

Example 2. In a context of ordered semigroup theory, Blyth and McFadden presented in [5] a semigroup which has
proved to be very helpful in describing several classes of ordered semigroups. More details of the relevance and properties
of this semigroup can also be found in [6]. It can be defined by 𝑁5 = {𝑢, 𝑒, 𝑓, 𝑎, 𝑏} with the following Cayley table:
u
u
e
u
e
b

u
e
f
a
b

e
u
e
b
b
b

f
f
a
f
a
b

a
f
a
b
b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b

It follows directly from the table that 𝑁5 is a BZS semigroup, b is its zero element, 𝑁 = {𝑎, 𝑏} and 𝐸 = {𝑢, 𝑒, 𝑓, 𝑏}. This
semigroup appears in a different context, as an example of a completely 0-simple semigroup that it is not orthodox.
Routine calculations show that it is 0-simple
𝑁5 = 𝑁5 𝑢𝑁5 = 𝑁5 𝑒𝑁5 = 𝑁5 𝑓𝑁5 = 𝑁5 𝑎𝑁5
and, for example, 𝑓 is a primitive idempotent. Since 𝑒𝑓 ≠ 𝑓𝑒, we can state that 𝑁5 is not an orthodox semigroup.
Example 3. Consider the completely 0-simple semigroup 𝑆 = (𝐼 × 𝐺 × Λ) ∪ {0} with operation
(𝑖, 𝑎𝑝𝜆𝑗 𝑏, 𝜇)
(𝑖, 𝑎, 𝜆)(𝑗, 𝑏, 𝜇) = {
0

if
if

𝑝𝜆𝑗 ≠ 0
𝑝𝜆𝑗 = 0

(𝑖, 𝑎, 𝜆)0 = 0 = 0(𝑖, 𝑎, 𝜆) = 00
where 𝐺 0 = 𝐺 ∪ {0} is a zero group, with 𝐺 = 〈𝑥〉 an order two cyclic group, 𝐼, Λ are non-empty index sets and 𝑃 = [𝑝𝜆𝑖 ]
is a Λ × 𝐼 sandwich matrix with entries in 𝐺 0 , and all the non-zero entries of 𝑃 are equal to x. Recall that every row and
column of P has at least a non-zero entry.
Consider 𝑇 = {(𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆) ∈ 𝑆} ∪ {0} a subset of S, and let (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆), (𝑗, 𝑥, 𝜇) ∈ 𝑇. We have the following possibilities for the
element 𝑝𝜆𝑗 :
If 𝑝𝜆𝑗 ≠ 0, then (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)(𝑗, 𝑥, 𝜇) = (𝑖, 𝑥𝑝𝜆𝑗 𝑥, 𝜇) = (𝑖, 𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜇) = (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜇) ∈ 𝑇
If 𝑝𝜆𝑗 = 0, then (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)(𝑗, 𝑥, 𝜇) = 0 ∈ 𝑇
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and we can say that 𝑇 is a semigroup, with the induced semigroup operation. Also, for any (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆) ∈ 𝑇, we have that
(𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)

if

𝑝𝜆𝑖 ≠ 0

0

if

𝑝𝜆𝑖 = 0

(𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)2 = {

Therefore, 𝑇 is a BZS semigroup.
Example 4. Consider the following set of 2 × 2 real matrices
1
𝑆 = {𝐼, 𝐴, 𝐸11 , 𝐸12 , 𝐸21 , 𝐸22 , 𝑂} = {[
0

0 0
],[
1 1

1 1
],[
0 0

0 0
],[
0 0

1 0
],[
0 1

0 0
],[
0 0

0 0
],[
1 0

0
]}
0

It is well known that S with the usual matrix multiplication is an inverse semigroup (see, for example [7, Section 7.6,
Exercise 1]). S is not a BZS semigroup, since 𝐴2 = 𝐴𝐴 = 𝐼 ≠ 𝐴, 𝑂.
But if we consider the subset
𝑇 = {𝐼, 𝐸11 , 𝐸12 , 𝐸21 , 𝐸22 , 𝑂},
it gives us the following Cayley table

𝐼
𝐸11
𝐸12
𝐸21
𝐸22
𝑂

𝐼

𝐸11

𝐸12

𝐸21

𝐸22

𝑂

𝐼
𝐸11
𝐸12
𝐸21
𝐸22
𝑂

𝐸11
𝐸11
𝑂
𝐸21
𝑂
𝑂

𝐸12
𝐸12
𝑂
𝐸22
𝑂
𝑂

𝐸21
𝑂
𝐸11
𝑂
𝐸21
𝑂

𝐸22
𝑂
𝐸12
𝑂
𝐸22
𝑂

𝑂
𝑂
𝑂
𝑂
𝑂
𝑂

It follows immediately from the table that T is a subsemigroup of S which is a BZS inverse semigroup, with
𝐸 = {𝐼, 𝐸11 , 𝐸22 , 𝑂} and 𝑁 = {𝐸12 , 𝐸21 , 𝑂}.

2.

Green’s Relations

Let us now obtain some basic properties on the Green’s relations ℛ, ℒ, ℋ, 𝒥 and 𝒟 on a BZS semigroup S.

𝑅0 = 𝐿0 = 𝐻0 = 𝐷0 = 𝐽0 = {0}

(6)

For any 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅0 , we have that 𝑥 = 𝑥 ∙ 1 ∈ 𝑥𝑆 1 = 0𝑆 1 = {0}, which immediately implies that
𝑅0 = {0}. The other equalities follow similarly.
For 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐸 or 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑁
𝑥ℛ𝑦 ⟹ 𝑥𝑦ℛ𝑦𝑥

(7)

In fact, if 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐸, then, since ℛ is a left congruence [1, Proposition 2.1.2],

𝑥ℛ𝑦

𝑥𝑥ℛ𝑥𝑦
⟹ {
𝑦𝑥ℛ𝑦𝑦

⟹ {

𝑥ℛ𝑥𝑦
𝑦𝑥ℛ𝑦

⟹ 𝑥𝑦ℛ𝑦𝑥

⟹ {

0ℛ𝑥𝑦
𝑦𝑥ℛ0

⟹(6)

and, if 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑁 then

𝑥ℛ𝑦

𝑥𝑥ℛ𝑥𝑦
⟹ {
𝑦𝑥ℛ𝑦𝑦

For 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐸 or 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑁

𝑥ℒ𝑦

𝑥𝑦 = 0 = 𝑦𝑥

⟹ 𝑥𝑦ℛ𝑦𝑥
(8)

⟹ 𝑥𝑦ℒ𝑦𝑥

This follows similarly as in (7).
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Note that properties (7) and (8) do not hold if one element is in E and the other is in N. To see this, consider 𝑁5 in Example
2, where the ℛ classes of 𝑁5 are 𝑅𝑢 = {𝑢, 𝑓}, 𝑅𝑒 = {𝑒, 𝑎} and 𝑅𝑏 = {𝑏}, while its ℒ classes are 𝐿𝑢 = {𝑢, 𝑒}, 𝐿𝑓 = {𝑓, 𝑎} and
𝐿𝑏 = {𝑏}. From property (7) we have that 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸, 𝑎 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑒ℛ𝑎 but 𝑒𝑎 = 𝑎 which is not ℛ related with 𝑎𝑒 = 𝑏. Similarly, for
property (8).
Theorem 1. Let S be a BZS semigroup.
(1) If 𝑎 ∈ 𝐸, then 𝑅𝑎 ∩ 𝐸 is a subsemigroup of S, which is a right zero semigroup. In particular, if 𝑅𝑎 ⊆ 𝐸 then 𝑅𝑎 is a right
zero semigroup.
(2) If 𝑎 ∈ 𝑁, then 𝑅𝑎 ∪ {0} is a subsemigroup of S.
Proof. (1): It is clear that 𝑅𝑎 ∩ 𝐸 is non-empty, since 𝑎 ∈ 𝑅𝑎 ∩ 𝐸. For any 𝑏, 𝑐 ∈ 𝑅𝑎 ∩ 𝐸, we have,
𝑏ℛ𝑎 and 𝑐ℛ𝑎 ⟹ 𝑏ℛ𝑐 ⟹ 𝑏 = 𝑏𝑏ℛ𝑏𝑐 ⟹ 𝑏𝑐 ∈ 𝑅𝑏 = 𝑅𝑎
which means that, 𝑅𝑎 is a subsemigroup of S. Since 𝑏 and 𝑐 are idempotents, we have by [1, Proposition 2.3.3], that 𝑏𝑐 = 𝑐
and therefore 𝑅𝑎 is a right zero semigroup.
(2): It is clear that 𝑅0 = {0} is a subsemigroup of S. So, it is enough to consider 𝑎 ∈ 𝑁\{0}, that is, 𝑎 ≠ 0 and 𝑎2 = 0. For
𝑏, 𝑐 ∈ 𝑅𝑎 , there exist 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑤 ∈ 𝑆 1 such that
𝑎 = 𝑏𝑥, 𝑏 = 𝑎𝑦, 𝑐 = 𝑎𝑧 and 𝑎 = 𝑐𝑤
If, on one hand 𝑏 2 = 0 , then

𝑎 = 𝑏𝑥

⟹ 𝑏𝑎 = 𝑏(𝑏𝑥) = 𝑏 2 𝑥 = 0 ∙ 𝑥 = 0 ⟹ 𝑏𝑎 = 0

and

𝑏𝑐 = 𝑏(𝑎𝑧) = (𝑏𝑎)𝑧 = 0 ∙ 𝑧 = 0
If, on the other hand 𝑏 2 = 𝑏, then by [1, Proposition 2.3.3], 𝑏𝑐 = 𝑐 ∈ 𝑅𝑎 .
Therefore, 𝑅𝑎 ∪ {0} is a subsemigroup of S.
Note that in general, an ℛ class, 𝑅𝑥 , is not a subsemigroup of S. In fact, if we consider the semigroup 𝑁5 of Example 2, and
its ℛ class, 𝑅𝑒 = {𝑒, 𝑎}, where 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 and 𝑎 ∉ 𝐸, then we have that 𝑎𝑒 = 𝑏 ∉ 𝑅𝑒 , which means that, 𝑅𝑒 is not a
subsemigroup of 𝑁5 .
Theorem 2. Let S be a BZS semigroup.
(1) If 𝑎 ∈ 𝐸, then 𝐿𝑎 ∩ 𝐸 is a subsemigroup of S, which is a left zero semigroup. In particular, if 𝐿𝑎 ⊆ 𝐸 then, 𝐿𝑎 is a right
zero semigroup.
(2) If 𝑎 ∈ 𝑁 then, 𝐿𝑎 ∪ {0} is a subsemigroup of S.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
Like in the note to Theorem 2, we can use Example 2 to illustrate that an ℒ class of a BZS semigroup is not, in general, a
subsemigroup of S.
Theorem 3. Let S be a BZS semigroup.
(1) If 𝑎 ∈ 𝐸, then 𝐻𝑎 is a group with only one element.
(2) If 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆\𝐸, then 𝐻𝑎 ⊆ 𝑆\𝐸, (𝐻𝑎 )2 = {0} and 𝐻𝑎 ∪ {0} is a subsemigroup of S.
(3) If a 𝒟 class of S contains an idempotent, all its ℋ classes are singleton.
Proof. (1): In fact, by [1, Corollary 2.2.6], 𝐻𝑎 is a subgroup of S. We need to prove that 𝐻𝑎 has a unique element. For 𝑎 = 0
this is obvious, by (6). Let us now assume that 𝑎 ∈ 𝐸\{0}, and consider 𝑏 ∈ 𝐻𝑎 . We have that
𝑏ℋ𝑎

⟹

𝑏ℛ𝑎
{
𝑏ℒ𝑎

⟹

0ℛ𝑏𝑎
{
𝑏𝑎ℒ𝑎

If 𝑏 2 = 0 then
𝑏ℋ𝑎

⟹
⟹

𝑏𝑏ℛ𝑏𝑎
{
𝑏𝑎ℒ𝑎𝑎
{

𝑏𝑎 = 0
𝑎 ∈ 𝐿𝑏𝑎

⟹
⟹

2
{𝑏 ℛ𝑏𝑎
𝑏𝑎ℒ𝑎

𝑎 ∈ 𝐿𝑏𝑎 = 𝐿0 = {0}

⟹

𝑎=0

which is a contradiction. Therefore, we can conclude that 𝑏 2 = 𝑏, and 𝑏 is an idempotent. Using again [1, Corollary 2.2.6],
we conclude that 𝑏 = 𝑎, and 𝐻𝑎 is a singleton subgroup of S.
(2): Let 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆\𝐸, and consider 𝑦 ∈ 𝐻𝑎 , which cannot be equal to 0, by (6). Then,
𝑦ℋ𝑎

⟹

𝑦ℛ𝑎
{
𝑦ℒ𝑎

⟹

𝑦𝑦ℛ𝑦𝑎
{
𝑦𝑎ℒ𝑎𝑎

⟹

𝑦 2 ℛ𝑦𝑎
{
𝑦𝑎ℒ0
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and therefore 𝐻𝑎 ⊆ 𝑆\𝐸.
Again, with 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆\𝐸 we have that
𝑏ℋ𝑎

𝑏ℛ𝑎
{
𝑏ℒ𝑎

⟹

⟹

𝑎𝑏ℛ𝑎𝑎
{
𝑏𝑎ℒ𝑎𝑎

⟹

𝑎𝑏ℛ0
{
𝑏𝑎ℒ0

⟹

{

𝑎𝑏 = 0
𝑏𝑎 = 0

Therefore, for 𝑏, 𝑐 ∈ 𝐻𝑎 , we can say that
𝑎𝑏 = 0, 𝑏𝑎 = 0,

𝑎𝑐 = 0

and

𝑐𝑎 = 0

Since 𝑏ℋ𝑐, we have that 𝑏ℛ𝑐, and
𝑏ℛ𝑐ℛ𝑎

⟹

𝑐𝑏ℛ𝑐𝑐ℛ𝑐𝑎 = 0

⟹

𝑐𝑏ℛ0

⟹

𝑐𝑏 = 0

from which, we conclude that (𝐻𝑎 )2 = {0} and that 𝐻𝑎 ∪ {0} is a subsemigroup of S.
(3): This follows by [1, Lemma 2.2.3] and (1).
Note, that in Theorem 3(2) we verified that, for every 𝑎 ∈ 𝑁, the ℋ class 𝐻𝑎 is a subset of N. The same property does
not hold for the ℛ and ℒ classes. In fact, the semigroup 𝑁5 of Example 2 is such that 𝑎 ∈ 𝑁, but 𝑅𝑎 = {𝑒, 𝑎} ⊄ 𝑁, as
well as 𝐿𝑎 = {𝑓, 𝑎} ⊄ 𝑁.
Theorem 4. Let S be a BZS semigroup.
(1) If 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆\{0} and 𝐷𝑎 ⊆ 𝐸, then 𝐷𝑎 is a subsemigroup of S.
(2) If 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆\𝐸, then 𝐷𝑎 ∪ {0} is a subsemigroup of S.
Proof. (1): For any 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆\{0}, we have by (6), that 𝐷𝑎 ≠ {0}. The fact that 𝐷𝑎 ⊆ 𝐸 therefore implies that
𝐷𝑎 ⊆ 𝐸\{0}.
Considering any 𝑏, 𝑐 ∈ 𝐷𝑎 , there exist 𝑑 ∈ 𝑆, such that 𝑏ℒ𝑑ℛ𝑐. By [1, Propositions 2.1.2 and 2.3.3], we have that
𝑑ℛ𝑐

⟹

𝑏𝑑ℛ𝑏𝑐

⟹

𝑏ℛ𝑏𝑐

⟹

𝑏𝑐 ∈ 𝑅𝑏 ⊆ 𝐷𝑎

Thus, 𝐷𝑎 is a subsemigroup of S.
(2) Consider any 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆\𝐸, that is, 𝑎 ≠ 0 and 𝑎2 = 0. For any 𝑏, 𝑐 ∈ 𝐷𝑎 , there exist 𝑑 ∈ 𝑆, such that 𝑏ℒ𝑑ℛ𝑐, which
means, in particular, that 𝑏 = 𝑥𝑑 and 𝑐 = 𝑑𝑦 for some 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 1 .
Also, 𝑑ℛ𝑐 implies 𝑏 = 𝑥𝑑ℛ𝑥𝑐 and therefore 𝑥𝑐 ∈ 𝑅𝑏 .
Then,
𝑏𝑐 = (𝑥𝑑)(𝑑𝑦) = 𝑥(𝑑𝑑)𝑦
If 𝑑 2 = 𝑑, then 𝑏𝑐 = 𝑥𝑑 2 𝑦 = 𝑥𝑑𝑦 = 𝑥𝑐 ∈ 𝑅𝑏 ⊆ 𝐷𝑎 .
If 𝑑 2 = 0, then 𝑏𝑐 = 0.
Thus, 𝐷𝑎 ∪ {0} is a subsemigroup of S.

3. Special classes of BZS semigroups
We now devote our attention to obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions for a BZS semigroup S to be a band
or an inverse semigroup. A characterisation of some BZS completely 0-simple is presented. Also, the commutativity
property will be approached.
Theorem 5. Let S be a BZS semigroup. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) S is a band;
(2) (∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑆) 𝑥 3 = 𝑥.
Proof. (1) ⟹ (2): The definition of a band tells us that 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆. Then,
𝑥3 = 𝑥2 ∙ 𝑥 = 𝑥 ∙ 𝑥 = 𝑥
and the result follows.
(2) ⟹ (1): Take an element 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆. Since S is BZS, 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 or 𝑥 2 = 0. If 𝑥 2 = 𝑥, there is nothing to prove. If 𝑥 2 = 0,
then 𝑥 = 𝑥 3 = 𝑥 2 𝑥 = 0 ∙ 𝑥 = 0 which, immediately implies that 𝑥 2 = 𝑥, for every element of S, that is, S is a band.
In the following Theorem and its proof, we use the identification provided from Rees Theorem [1, Theorem 3.2.3], for
a completely 0-simple semigroup S. Such S is isomorphic to
(𝐼 × 𝐺 × Λ) ∪ {0},
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where G is a group, 𝐼 and Λ are non-empty index sets, and 𝑃 = [𝑝𝜆𝑖 ] is a Λ × 𝐼 sandwich matrix with entries in the zero group
𝐺 0 = 𝐺 ∪ {0}. Also, every row and column of P has at least a non-zero entry. The semigroup operation is defined by
(𝑖, 𝑎𝑝𝜆𝑗 𝑏, 𝜇) if 𝑝𝜆𝑗 ≠ 0
(𝑖, 𝑎, 𝜆)(𝑗, 𝑏, 𝜇) = {
0
if 𝑝𝜆𝑗 = 0

Theorem 6. Let S be a BZS semigroup. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) S is a completely 0-simple semigroup with no zero entries in the sandwich matrix;
(2) S is a rectangular 0-band.
Proof. (1) ⟹ (2): Let S be a completely 0-simple semigroup. Considering an arbitrary element 𝑥 in 𝐺, for any 𝜆 ∈ Λ and
𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, we have that 𝑝𝜆𝑖 ≠ 0. Then,
(𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)2 = (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)(𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆) = (𝑖, 𝑥𝑝𝜆𝑖 𝑥, 𝜆) ≠ 0,
which therefore implies, since S is a BZS semigroup, that (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)2 = (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆). Thus,
(𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)(𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆) = (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)

⟺
⟺
⟺

(𝑖, 𝑥𝑝𝜆𝑖 𝑥, 𝜆) = (𝑖, 𝑥, 𝜆)
𝑥𝑝𝜆𝑖 𝑥 = 𝑥
𝑝𝜆𝑖 = 𝑥 −1

In particular, if we replace x by the identity element of the group 1𝐺 , we obtain 𝑝𝜆𝑖 = 1𝐺 , and therefore 𝑥 −1 = 1𝐺 which, is
equivalent to 𝑥 = 1𝐺 . So, G is the trivial group.
Then, 𝑆 is isomorphic to {(𝑖, 1𝐺 , 𝜆): 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 and 𝜆 ∈ Λ} ∪ {0} , whose elements verify
(𝑖, 1𝐺 , 𝜆)(𝑗, 1𝐺 , 𝜇) = (𝑖, 1𝐺 , 𝜇)

(𝑖, 1𝐺 , 𝜆) ∙ 0 = 0 = 0 ∙ (𝑖, 1𝐺 , 𝜆)

and

That is, S is a rectangular 0-band.
(2) ⟹ (1): If S is a rectangular 0-band, then
(∀𝑎 ∈ 𝑆)(∀𝑏 ∈ 𝑆\{0})

𝑎2 = 𝑎

and

.

𝑎𝑏𝑎 = 𝑎

Then, for any 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝑏 ∈ 𝑆\{0}, we have that, 𝑎 = 𝑎𝑏𝑎 ∈ 𝑆𝑏𝑆 which implies that 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑆𝑏𝑆.
Since, the reverse inclusion is always true, we can conclude that S is a 0-simple semigroup.
Also, if in 𝑆\{0}, 𝑎 ≤𝑛 𝑏, then 𝑎𝑏 = 𝑏𝑎 = 𝑎. We have that
𝑎𝑏 = 𝑏𝑎

⟹

𝑎𝑏𝑎 = 𝑏𝑎𝑎
{
𝑏𝑎𝑏 = 𝑏𝑏𝑎

⟹

{

𝑎 = 𝑏𝑎
𝑏 = 𝑏𝑎

⟹

𝑎=𝑏

which, means that all non-zero idempotents are primitive, and therefore S is completely 0-simple.
Also, if 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝑆\{0}, then if 𝑎𝑏 = 0 then 𝑎𝑏𝑎 = 0 ≠ 𝑎, which is a contradiction. So, all the entries of the sandwich matrix are
not zero.
It follows from the previous Theorem and its proof that for a BZS semigroup to be completely 0-simple where the sandwich
matrix has no zero entries, it is necessary to have a singular group in the middle component of the Rees representation.
In fact, we can say that a BZS semigroup is completely 0-simple where the sandwich matrix has no zero entries if, and only if,
it is a completely simple semigroup with a zero adjoined.
Theorem 7. Let S be a BZS semigroup. S is an inverse semigroup if, and only if, the following conditions hold:
(1) S is regular;
(2) (∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑆) 𝑥 ′ 𝑥 2 𝑥′ = 𝑥 2 , for any inverse 𝑥′ of 𝑥.
Proof. Let S be an inverse semigroup. Any element x in S has a unique inverse denoted by 𝑥 −1 . By [1, Theorem 5.1.1], an
inverse semigroup is a regular one, where the idempotents commute. So, by (2), 𝑥 2 is an idempotent that, therefore,
commutes with 𝑥𝑥 −1 and with 𝑥 −1 𝑥. Thus,
𝑥4 = 𝑥2

⟹

𝑥 −1 𝑥 4 = 𝑥 −1 𝑥 2

⟹

𝑥(𝑥𝑥 −1 𝑥)𝑥 = 𝑥 −1 𝑥 2

⟹

𝑥 2 ∙ 𝑥𝑥 −1 = 𝑥 −1 𝑥 2 𝑥 −1

⟹

𝑥 −1 𝑥 ∙ 𝑥 2 ∙ 𝑥 = 𝑥 −1 𝑥 2
⟹
⟹
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𝑥 3 = 𝑥 −1 𝑥 2

⟹

⟹

𝑥 2 ∙ 𝑥 −1 𝑥 ∙ 𝑥 = 𝑥 −1 𝑥 2

𝑥 3 𝑥 −1 = 𝑥 −1 𝑥 2 𝑥 −1

𝑥𝑥 −1 ∙ 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 −1 𝑥 2 𝑥 −1

⟹

𝑥 2 = 𝑥 −1 𝑥 2 𝑥 −1

G.A. PINTO
Conversely let us, assume that (1) and (2) hold. Let 𝑒 be an idempotent of S and 𝑒′ any inverse of 𝑒. By (2), we have
that 𝑒 ′ 𝑒 2 𝑒′ = 𝑒 2 , that is, 𝑒 ′ = 𝑒. Thus, we can conclude that each idempotent in S has a unique inverse. Now,
considering an element 𝑥 in 𝑆 and 𝑥 ′ , 𝑥′′ inverses of 𝑥, we have that 𝑥𝑥 ′ and 𝑥𝑥 ′′ are idempotents and inverses of each
other, as well as 𝑥 ′ 𝑥 and 𝑥 ′′ 𝑥. Thus, 𝑥𝑥 ′ = 𝑥𝑥 ′′ and 𝑥 ′ 𝑥 = 𝑥 ′′ 𝑥 and we can deduce that
𝑥 ′ = 𝑥 ′ (𝑥𝑥 ′ ) = 𝑥 ′ (𝑥𝑥 ′′ ) = (𝑥′𝑥)𝑥 ′′ = (𝑥′′𝑥)𝑥 ′′ = 𝑥′′
The result follows, since by [1, Theorem 5.1.1], a regular semigroup where each element has a unique inverse is an
inverse semigroup.
Theorem 8. Let S be a BZS commutative semigroup. Then,
(1) E is a subsemigroup of S;
(2) N is an ideal of S;
(3) If S is inverse then 𝑥 3 = 𝑥, for every 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆.
Proof. Consider any elements 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆.
(1): If, on one hand, both belong to E, we have 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 and 𝑦 2 = 𝑦, and therefore
(𝑥𝑦)2 = (𝑥𝑦)(𝑥𝑦) = 𝑥(𝑦𝑥)𝑦 = 𝑥(𝑥𝑦)𝑦 = (𝑥𝑥)(𝑦𝑦) = 𝑥 2 𝑦 2 = 𝑥𝑦
which means that 𝑥𝑦 ∈ 𝐸 , and therefore E is a subsemigroup of S.
(2): If, on the other hand, for example 𝑥 ∈ 𝑁, we have that
(𝑥𝑦)2 = (𝑥𝑦)(𝑥𝑦) = 𝑥(𝑦𝑥)𝑦 = 𝑥(𝑥𝑦)𝑦 = (𝑥𝑥)(𝑦𝑦) = 𝑥 2 ∙ 𝑦 2 = 0 ∙ 𝑦 2 = 0
Thus, 𝑥𝑦 ∈ 𝑁 and we can conclude that N is an ideal of S.
(3): If S is an inverse commutative semigroup, any 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆 has a unique inverse, 𝑥 −1 , and we have by Theorem 7 (2), that
𝑥 = 𝑥𝑥 −1 𝑥𝑥 −1 𝑥 = 𝑥(𝑥 −1 𝑥𝑥𝑥 −1 ) = 𝑥 ∙ 𝑥 2 = 𝑥 3
We have seen previously that 𝑥 3 = 𝑥 for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆 holds in any BZS semigroup that it is also a band, or a commutative
inverse semigroup. It also holds for a BZS completely 0-simple semigroup, where the sandwich matrix has no zero
entries. However, this property does not hold for all the BZS semigroups. To see this, let us consider
𝑇 = {𝐼, 𝐸11 , 𝐸12 , 𝐸21 , 𝐸22 , 𝑂}
of Example 4, which is an inverse BZS semigroup. Note that we have
𝐼 3 = 𝐼,
3
𝐸12
= 𝑂 ≠ 𝐸12 ,

3
𝐸11
= 𝐸11 ,
3
𝐸21
= 𝑂 ≠ 𝐸21

3
𝐸22
= 𝐸22 ,

𝑂3 = 𝑂,

from which, we can deduce that the mentioned property does not hold in all the BZS semigroups.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a new class of ordered semigroups: BZS - Boolean Zero Square semigroups. Several
basic properties on Green’s relations are obtained. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a BZS semigroup to be a band
and to be an inverse semigroup are obtained. A characterisation of a special type of BZS completely 0-simple semigroup
is presented.
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Predator-Prey Model with Refuge, Fear and ZControl
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123, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman. *E-mail: qjalil@squ.edu.om.
ABSTRACT: In this paper, we consider a predator-prey model incorporating fear and refuge. Our results show that
the predator-free equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable if the ratio between the death rate of predators and the
conversion rate of prey into predator is greater than the value of prey in refuge at equilibrium. We also show that the
co-existence equilibrium points are locally asymptotically stable if the value of the prey outside refuge is greater than
half of the carrying capacity. Numerical simulations show that when the intensity of fear increases, the fraction of the
prey inside refuge increases; however, it has no effect on the fraction of the prey outside refuge, in the long run. It is
shown that the intensity of fear harms predator population size. Numerical simulations show that the application of Zcontrol will force the system to reach any desired state within a limited time, whether the desired state is a constant
state or a periodic state. Our results show that when the refuge size is taken to be a non-constant function of the prey
outside refuge, the systems change their dynamics. Namely, when it is a linear function or an exponential function, the
system always reaches the predator-free equilibrium. However, when it is taken as a logistic equation, the system
reaches the co-existence equilibrium after long term oscillations.
Keywords: Predator-prey; Refuge; Fear; Z-control and Adaptive control.

Z نموذج المفترس والفريسة مع ملجأ وخوف وتحكم
كوكب العامري و قمر الجليل أحمد خان،إبراهيم مجتبى

مستقرا بشكل
 تظهر نتائجنا أن التوازن الخالي من المفترس يكون. نعتبر نموذج المفترس والفريسة الذي يتضمن الخوف والملجأ، في هذه الورقة:الملخص
ً
 نظهر أيضًا أن.مقارب عالميًا إذا كانت النسبة بين معدل وفاة المفترس ومعدل تحويل الفريسة إلى مفترس أكبر من قيمة الفريسة في الملجأ عند التوازن
 تظهر المحاكاة العددية أنه عندما.نقطة توازن التعايش مستقرة محليًا بشكل مقارب إذا كانت قيمة الفريسة خارج الملجأ أكبر من نصف القدرة االستيعابية
 على المدى الطويل تبين أن شدة الخوف لها،  ولكن ليس لها أي تأثير على جزء الفريسة خارج الملجأ،  يزداد جزء الفريسة داخل الملجأ،تزداد شدة الخوف
 سيجبر النظام على الوصول إلى أي حالة مرغوبة خالل فترة زمنيةZ  تظهر المحاكاة العددية أن تطبيق التحكم.تأثير سلبي على عدد الحيوانات المفترسة
 فإن،  تظهر نتائجنا أنه عندما يتم اعتبار حجم الملجأ وظيفة غير ثابتة للفريسة خارج الملجأ. سواء كانت حالة الرغبة حالة ثابتة أو حالة دورية، محدودة
 عندما يتم،  ومع ذلك. فإن النظام يصل دائ ًما إلى التوازن الخالي من الحيوانات المفترسة،  أي عندما تكون دالة خطية أو دالة أسية.األنظمة تغير ديناميكياتها
. يصل النظام إلى توازن التعايش بعد التذبذبات طويلة المدى، أخذها كمعادلة لوجستية
. التحكم التكيفي، التحكم-Z، يخاف، لجأ.، فريس،المفترس:الكلمات المفتاحية
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1. Introduction

P

redator-induced stress in prey animals has not been much studied by physiologists or population ecologists. Canon
[1] studied the concept of predator induced stress in a prey population. Population ecologists have focused their
studies on predator induced stress effects on the birth rate of free-living prey populations and found that it affects the
demography process of prey animals seriously. By experiments in laboratories and field studies it has been
demonstrated that mere exposure of prey animals to predators affects the birth rate of prey, and this phenomenon of
behavioral change of demography is called the “Ecology of Fear”, “Degree of Fear” or “Cost of Fear” by ecologists.
Only a little work has been done on the subject of stress induced in a prey population due to predators. The concept of
stress was limited to humans and it was thought that stress in a prey population is transitory and that it is not lifelong.
Ecologists in the 1990’s [2-4] verified experimentally that fear of predators is a more powerful cause of demographical
change in a prey population than direct killing, shortage of food, or parasitic infection. Fear of predators in prey
persists even in the absence of predators and has long-lasting effects on their production of prey species. Sapolsky [5]
explained the concept of stress in zebras due to fear of lions. Zanetteet al. [6] reported, after experimental verification,
that the sparrow reduces offspring production by 40% just with intimidation by predators where direct killing is
stopped by some means. Zanetteet al.[6], Eggers et al. [7], and Travers et al. [8] verified that female sparrows lay
fewer eggs and, due to incubation disruption, fail to hatch eggs. Due to fear, they bring less food to their nests and, as a
result, a greater proportion of their nestlings starve to death. Creel et al. [9], Creeland Christianson [10], and Creel et
al. [11] reported that in the National Parks, USA, due to intimidation by wolves, elk pregnancy rates decline. Recently,
Moncluset al. [12] examined an association between predator risk and birth rate of prey.
Field studies have demonstrated that playback of predator sounds can affect the emotions of prey. RemageHealey et al. [13] demonstrated that a playback sound of dolphins affects the emotions of gulf toad fish. Mateo [14]
found that playback of the call of predators’ alerts squirrels and that they communicate predator risk to each other. The
playback sound of predators increases the glucocorticoid level in prey and hence increases the fear or stress in the prey
population. Wanget al. [15] studied how fear of a predator reduces the reproduction of prey animals and found that it
could destabilize the system.
A refuge is an area, such as island, where wild animals obtain protection from predation. In this protected
territory the chances of being hunted by predator are reduced and these areas reduce the chances of extinction of prey
species due to predatory killing. It is a natural phenomenon of prey species in an ecosystem to seek protection from
predation (Cowlishaw [16], Sih [17]). Refuge habitats are of different types, such as burrows, trees, cliff faces, or
dense vegetation (Clarke et al. [18], Dill and Houtman [19], Berger [20], Cassine[21]). Coral reefs provide refuge for
prey fish (Friedlander and Martine [22], Sandinet al. [23]).
Various control systems are used to prevent a species from drastic oscillations and avoid extinctions in an
ecological system. The literature records various techniques for control in the multi-species Lotka-Volterra System.
These controls are called adaptive control, back idea of control, impulsive control and applications of control theory to
Lyapunov functions. One can refer to [24,25,26], where Z-control obtains the desired steady state quickly and prevents
high amplitude oscillations. The Z-type control method is an error-based dynamic method, and in this method, it is
certain that error function converges to zero. The error between desired outputs and actual outputs go to zero
exponentially. There are two ways to apply Z-control in a predator-prey system. The first method is called direct
control, where both prey and predator are controlled simultaneously to bring the population to a desired level. The
second method is called indirect control, where either prey species or predator species is controlled through
immigration, emigration or culling. The second species automatically comes to the desired level exponentially.
Our model is similar to t ha t of Wang et al. [27], and we examine this model by introducing predator fear.
Prey only come out of refuge when they feel t h e r e i s less predation; otherwise, they go back to the protected
area. We use two control measures to bring the model population of prey and predator to a desired level, and thus
we can save it from becoming extinct.

2. Model formulation
We studied a model where a prey species lives in two different habitats. One is called t h e refuge habitat
where the prey species is saved from predation. It is assumed that all resources required for the growth of the
prey species are available inside the refuge habitat and that their population grows logistically. It is also assumed
that t h e prey species is fully protected from predation inside t h e refuge habitat. When pressure of predation
fear is released, then the prey species moves to a second habitat outside the refuge and in this habitat t h e prey
species can be killed by predators under the law of mass action. As predation fear increases in the prey species
due to the presence of predators, the prey species migrates to the refuge habitat. In the absence of a prey species,
predators die exponentially, because predators can only consume prey outside the refuge habitat. This predatorprey interaction is modelled by the following diagram and system of differential equations:
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Figure 1. Compartmental representation of the model.
𝑑𝑥1
𝑥1
𝛼𝑥1
= 𝑎𝑥1 (1 − ) −
+ 𝛽𝑥2
𝑑𝑡
𝑘
1 + 𝑒𝑦
𝑑𝑥2
𝛼𝑥1
=
− 𝛽𝑥2 − 𝑏𝑥2 𝑦
𝑑𝑡
1 + 𝑒𝑦
𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑐𝑥2 𝑦 − 𝑑𝑦

(1)

All variables and parameters in model (1) are positive and defined below:
𝑥1 Prey density in the refuge habitat.
𝑥2 Prey density outside the refuge habitat.
𝑦 Abundance of predator species.
𝑑 Death rate of the predator.
𝑘 Carrying capacity of the prey in the refuge habitat.
𝑏 Feeding rate of the predator on the prey outside the refuge habitat.
𝑐 Conversion rate of prey to predator.
𝛼 Migration rate from the refuge habitat.
𝛽 Immigration rate into the refuge habitat.
𝑎 Birth rate of prey species inside refuge.
𝑒 The fear parameter.

3. Mathematical analysis of the model
3.1 Positivity of solutions
Model (1) describes the dynamics of animal populations and therefore it is very important to prove that all
quantities will remain positive for all time. We want to prove that all solutions of the model with positive
initial data will remain positive for all time t>0. We can easily verify that
𝑑𝑥1
|
𝑑𝑡

𝑥1 =0

= 𝛽𝑥2 ≥ 0
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𝑑𝑥2
|
𝑑𝑡

=
𝑥2 =0

𝛼𝑥1
≥0
1 + 𝑒𝑦
𝑑𝑦
|
𝑑𝑡

𝑦=0

=0 ≥0

.

Hence, all solutions will remain positive for all time.
3.2 Boundedness
Proposition 1The trajectories of system (1), are bounded.
Proof. Let 𝑤 = 𝑥1 + 𝑥2 + 𝑦. Take the time derivative along the solution of model (1)
𝑑𝑤 𝑑𝑥1 𝑑𝑥2 𝑑𝑦
𝑥1
=
+
+
= 𝑎𝑥1 (1 − ) − 𝑏𝑥2 𝑦 + 𝑐𝑥2 𝑦 − 𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝑘
For any positive constant 𝑞we have:
𝑑𝑤
+ 𝑞𝑤 ≤ 𝑎𝑥1 − (𝑏 − 𝑐)𝑥2 𝑦 + 𝑞𝑥1 + 𝑞𝑥2 + 𝑞𝑦
𝑑𝑡
Where 𝑥1 ≤ 𝑘and 𝑥2 ≤ 𝑘. So
𝑑𝑤
𝑑
+ 𝑞𝑤 ≤ (𝑎 + 2𝑞)𝑘 − [(𝑏 − 𝑐) − 𝑞]𝑦
𝑑𝑡
𝑐
Because𝑥2 >

𝑑
𝑐

. Now iff

𝑏𝑑
𝑐

> 𝑞 + 𝑑, then
𝑑𝑤
+ 𝑞𝑤 ≤ (𝑎 + 2𝑞)𝑘
𝑑𝑡

Let (𝑎 + 2𝑞)𝑘 = 𝐿.Therefore, we have
𝑤≤

𝐿
+ 𝐴𝑒 −𝑞𝑡
𝑞

From which we can deduce that
lim sup 𝑤 ≤

𝑡→∞

𝐿
𝑞

Independently of the initial conditions. This completes the proof.
Corollary 1: If

𝑏𝑑
𝑐

> 𝑞 + 𝑑 > 0, then the region
𝐿
∅ = {0 ≤ 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ≤ 𝑘, 0 ≤ 𝑦, 𝑥1 + 𝑥2 + 𝑦 ≤ }
𝑞

is an invariant region for model 1.
Proof. This is a direct conclusion of Proposition 1
3.3 Equilibrium analysis
Let𝑥
̅̅̅1̅, ̅̅̅and
𝑥2
𝑦̅ be the equilibrium values of 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 and𝑦.We find three biologically meaningful equilibrium points
̅̅̅0 = (0,0,0). The extinction of all populations, this equilibrium always exists.
(i)𝐸
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𝛼𝑘
(ii) ̅̅̅
𝐸1 = (𝑘, , 0).The prey species survive inside and outside the refuge habitat and the predator goes to
𝛽

extinction.
(iii) ̅̅̅
𝐸2 = (𝑥
̅̅̅1 , ̅̅̅
𝑥2 , 𝑦̅). All populations survive. Note that at this equilibrium, and using the third equation of
system (1), we get:
𝑥2 =
̅̅̅

𝑑
𝑐

(3)

From the second equation of system (1) at equilibrium we have
𝑥1 =
̅̅̅

𝑥2 (1 + 𝑒𝑦̅)(𝛽 + 𝑏𝑦̅)
̅̅̅
.
𝛼

(4)

Using the first equation of system (1) at equilibrium and substituting (4) we get
𝑓(𝑦̅) =

2
2 2
2
𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅2 2 2 4 2𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅2 𝑒𝑏
𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅𝑏
𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅𝑒
𝛽
4𝑥
̅̅̅𝛽
2
2
2
(𝑏 + 𝑒𝛽)𝑦̅ 3 + [
𝑒 𝑏 𝑦̅ +
+
+ 𝑎𝑒 (
− 1)] 𝑦̅ 2
𝑘𝛼
𝑘𝛼
𝑘𝛼
𝑘𝛼
𝑘𝛼

2𝑥
̅̅̅𝛽
2𝑥
̅̅̅𝛽
𝑥2
̅̅̅𝛽
2
2
+ [𝑎𝑏 (
− 1) + 𝑎𝑒𝛽 (
− 1) + 2𝑏] 𝑦̅ + 𝑎𝛽 (
− 1) = 0
𝑘𝛼
𝑘𝛼
𝑘𝛼
If

1
2

<

̅̅̅
𝑥2̅𝛽
𝑘𝛼

(5)

< 1 , then there will be only one positive root of 𝑦̅ of (5), because 𝑓(0) = 𝑎𝛽 (

̅̅̅
𝑥2̅𝛽
𝑘𝛼

− 1) < 0 ,

and lim𝑦̅→∞ 𝑓(𝑦̅) = ∞ , and then by the continuity of 𝑓(𝑦̅) and zero-point theorem,𝑓(𝑦̅) = 0 has one positive
solution, so there will be a unique positive coexistence equilibrium.
3.4 Stability analysis
In this subsection, we examine the stability of the system about the equilibrium points found in the previous
subsection.
(a) Stability analysis of the equilibrium (i): Consider a small perturbation about the equilibrium𝑥1 = ̅̅̅
𝑥1 + 𝑢,
𝑥2 = ̅̅̅
𝑥2 + 𝑣 and 𝑦 = 𝑦̅ + 𝑤.Substitutingthese into the system (1), and neglecting products of small
quantities, we obtain the stability matrix:
𝑎−𝛼
( 𝛼
0

𝛽
−𝛽
0

0
0 )
−𝑑

The corresponding characteristic equation is:
−(𝜆 + 𝑑)(𝜆2 + 𝜆(2 + 𝛽 − 𝑎) − 𝑎𝛽) = 0

(6)

One of the values of 𝜆 is positive, so (0,0,0) is unstable and hence the both populations will never be extinct.
(b) Stability analysis of the equilibrium (ii):
̅̅̅1̅ = (𝑘, 𝛼𝑘 , 0)of system (1) is locallyasymptotically stable if 𝑐𝛼𝑘 <
Theorem 1. The predator free equilibrium𝐸
𝛽

𝑑, and unstable if

𝑐𝛼𝑘
𝛽

̅̅1̅ is globally asymptotically stable if
> 𝑑 .In fact, we can prove that ̅𝐸
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Proof. Using the above mentioned, we obtain the stability matrix
−𝑎 − 𝛼

𝛽

𝛼

−𝛽

0

0

(

𝛼𝑏𝑘
−𝛼𝑏𝑘
− 𝛼𝑏𝑘
𝛽
𝑐𝛼𝑘
−𝑑
𝛽
)

and the corresponding characteristic equation is
𝑐𝛼𝑘
(
− 𝑑 − 𝜆) [𝜆2 + (𝑎 + 𝛼 + 𝛽)𝜆 + 𝑎𝛽]
𝛽
All roots will be negative if

𝑐𝛼𝑘
𝛽

< 𝑑, and hence this equilibrium will be stable.

If 𝑔(𝑡) is a continuous and bounded function, then we define:
𝑔∞ ≜ lim 𝑆𝑢𝑝 𝑔(𝑡),
𝑡→∞

𝑔∞ ≜ lim 𝐼𝑛𝑓 𝑔(𝑡)
𝑡→∞

For a system (1) with initial conditions 𝑥1 = 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑥2 = 𝑥2 (𝑡)and = 𝑦(𝑡) , we have
0 ≤ 𝑥1∞ ≤ 𝑥1∞ ≤ ∞,

0 ≤ 𝑥2∞ ≤ 𝑥2∞ ≤ ∞,

0 ≤ 𝑦∞ ≤ 𝑦 ∞ ≤ ∞ .

Using fluctuation lemma [28], we can say that there is a sequence {𝑡𝑛 }, and when 𝑡𝑛 → ∞ we have
𝑑𝑥 (𝑡 )
𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 ) → 𝑥1∞ and 1 𝑛 → 0 as 𝑛 → ∞. On substituting 𝑡𝑛 into the third equation of system (1),
𝑡𝑛

We have
𝑑𝑦(𝑡𝑛 )
= (𝑐𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 ) − 𝑑)𝑦(𝑡𝑛 )
𝑡𝑛

Taking the limit on both sides
lim

𝑛→∞

𝑑𝑦(𝑡𝑛 )
= (𝑐 lim 𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 ) − 𝑑) lim 𝑦(𝑡𝑛 )
𝑛→∞
𝑛→∞
𝑡𝑛

Which gives
0 = (𝑐𝑥2∞ − 𝑑)𝑦 ∞
𝑑

Therefore 𝑦 ∞ = 0or 𝑥2∞ = .
𝑐

Adding the first and second equations of system (1), we obtain
𝑑𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 ) 𝑑𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 )
+
≤ 𝑎𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 ) (1 −
)
𝑡𝑛
𝑡𝑛
𝑘
Taking the limit on both sides
lim

𝑛→∞

𝑑𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 ) 𝑑𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 )
+
≤ lim 𝑎𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 ) (1 −
)
𝑛→∞
𝑡𝑛
𝑡𝑛
𝑘
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0 ≤ 𝑎𝑥1∞ (1 −

𝑥1∞
)
𝑘

Therefore either 𝑥1∞ = 0or 0 < 𝑥1∞ ≤ 𝑘. According to the limit Theorem [29],we get lim𝑡→∞ 𝑥1 (𝑡) = 𝑘. The
second equation of system (1) yields
𝑑𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
≤ 𝛼𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 ) − 𝛽𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
𝑡𝑛
Taking the limit on both sides
lim

𝑛→∞

𝑑𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
≤ 𝛼 lim 𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 ) − 𝛽 lim 𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
𝑛→∞
𝑛→∞
𝑡𝑛

Which gives
𝑥2∞ ≤

𝛼𝑘
𝛽

Therefore, and using the limit Theorem we have
lim 𝑥2 =

𝑡→∞

𝛼𝑘
𝛽

Again, using the second equation of system (1), we have
𝑑𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
≤ 𝛼𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 ) − 𝛽𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
𝑡𝑛
Similarly, 0 < 𝛼𝑥1∞ − 𝛽𝑥2∞ ; i.e. 𝛼𝑥1∞ > 𝛽𝑥2∞ . If 𝑥1∞ = 0, then 𝑥2∞ < 0, which is not possible. Therefore, we
𝑑

take,𝑥1∞ = 𝑘. If we consider,𝑥2∞ = , then
𝑐

𝑑𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
≤ 𝛼𝑥1 (𝑡𝑛 ) − 𝛽𝑥2 (𝑡𝑛 )
𝑡𝑛
Taking the limit on both sides
0 ≤ 𝛼𝑘 − 𝑘

𝑑
𝑐

Hence
𝑑≤

𝑐𝛼𝑘
𝛽

𝑐𝛼𝑘
This inequality is not true also because for stability of ̅̅̅
𝐸1 , we need 𝑑 >
. Therefore, the predator free
𝛽

equilibrium is globally asymptomatically stable if 𝑘 >
greater than

𝛽𝑑
𝑐𝛼

𝛽𝑑
𝑐𝛼

; i.e. maximum prey population inside the refuge is

.

(a) Stability analysis of the equilibrium(iii):
𝑘
Theorem 2. The equilibrium point ̅̅̅
𝐸2 is locally asymptotically stable if𝑥
̅̅̅1 > .
2
Proof. The stability matrix of the system (1) around the equilibrium point ̅̅̅
𝐸2 is
𝑝1
(𝑞1
0

𝑝2
𝑞2
𝑐𝑦̅
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The corresponding characteristic equation is
𝜆3 + (−𝑝1 − 𝑞2 )𝜆2 + (𝑝1 𝑞2 − 𝑝2 𝑞1 − 𝑐𝑦
̅ 𝑞3 )𝜆 + (𝑐𝑦
̅ 𝑞3 𝑝1 − 𝑐𝑦
̅ 𝑝3 𝑞1 ) = 0

(8)

Where
𝛼𝑥
̅̅̅1 𝛽𝑥
̅̅̅2
−
< 0
𝑘
𝑥1
̅̅̅
𝑝2 = 𝛽 > 0
𝑝1 = −

𝑝3 =

𝑞1 =

𝛼𝑒𝑥
̅̅̅1
> 0
(1 + 𝑒𝑦̅)2
𝛼
> 0
1 + 𝑒𝑦̅

(9)

𝑞2 = −𝛽 − 𝑏𝑦̅ < 0
𝑞3 = −

𝛼𝑒𝑥
̅̅̅1
− 𝑏𝑥
̅̅̅2 < 0
(1 + 𝑒𝑦̅)2

The equation (8) can be written as
𝜆3 + 𝑎1 𝜆2 + 𝑎2 𝜆 + 𝑎3 = 0

(10)

Where 𝑎1 = (−𝑝1 − 𝑞2 ), 𝑎2 = (𝑝1 𝑞2 − 𝑝2 𝑞1 − 𝑐𝑦̅𝑞3 )and 𝑎3 = 𝑐𝑦
̅( 𝑞3 𝑝1 − 𝑝3 𝑞1 ).The Routh-Hurwitz criteria
for the third order system is given by: 𝑎1 > 0, 𝑎3 > 0and 𝑎1 𝑎2 > 𝑎3 .
Here 𝑎1 = (−𝑝1 − 𝑞2 ) > 0
𝑎3 = 𝑐𝑦
̅( 𝑞3 𝑝1 − 𝑝3 𝑞1 )
= (−𝑎 +

2𝑎𝑥
̅̅̅1
𝛼𝑒𝑥
̅̅̅1
𝑏𝛼𝑥
̅̅̅2
)(
+ 𝑏𝑥
̅̅̅)
> 0
2 +
2
𝑘
(1 + 𝑒𝑦̅)
1 + 𝑒𝑦̅

𝑘

if ̅̅̅
𝑥1 > .
2

Now to show that 𝑎1 𝑎2 > 𝑎3 ; i.e.
−(𝑝1 + 𝑞2 )(𝑝1 𝑞2 − 𝑝2 𝑞1 − 𝑐𝑦̅𝑞3 ) > 𝑐𝑦
̅( 𝑞3 𝑝1 − 𝑝3 𝑞1 )
Which, after simplification, gives
(𝑝1 𝑞2 − 𝑝2 𝑞1 )(−𝑝1 − 𝑞2 ) > 𝑐𝑦
̅(𝑞2 𝑞3 + 𝑝3 𝑞1 ) > 0
Now
𝑝1 𝑞2 − 𝑝2 𝑞1 = (

𝛼𝑥
̅̅̅1 𝛽𝑥
̅̅̅2
𝛽𝛼
+
) (𝛽 + 𝑏𝑦̅) −
𝑘
̅̅̅
𝑥1
1 + 𝑒𝑦̅

=

𝛼𝑥
̅̅̅1
(𝛽 + 𝑏𝑦̅)
𝑘
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So, clearly,𝑝1 𝑞2 − 𝑝2 𝑞1 > 0. Note that −𝑝1 − 𝑞2 > 0; therefore, 𝑎1 𝑎2 > 𝑎3 . Hence the co-existing
𝑘
̅̅̅2 = (𝑥
equilibrium𝐸
̅̅̅̅
𝑥2 𝑦̅) will be asymptotically stable if ̅̅̅
𝑥1 > . Hence the co-existing equilibrium will be
1 , ̅̅̅,
2
stable if therefuge prey population at equilibrium is higher than the carrying capacity of the prey in the refuge
habitat.

4. Z-control
To achieve predator population and prey population inside and outside the refuge to a desire level, direct Zcontrol strategy is used. The direct Z-control are functions that a r e incorporated in each equation of the system
(1). This system is then described as follows
𝑑𝑥1
𝑥1
𝛼𝑥1
= 𝑎𝑥1 (1 − ) −
+ 𝛽𝑥2 − 𝑢1 (𝑡)𝑥1
𝑑𝑡
𝑘
1 + 𝑒𝑦
𝑑𝑥2
𝑑𝑡

=

𝛼𝑥1
1+𝑒𝑦

− 𝛽𝑥2 − 𝑏𝑥2 𝑦 − 𝑢2 (𝑡)𝑥2

(11)

𝑑𝑦
= 𝑐𝑥2 𝑦 − 𝑑𝑦 − 𝑢3 (𝑡)𝑦
𝑑𝑡
Then we define the error functions as 𝑥1 − 𝑥1𝑑 = 𝑒1 = 𝑢1 , 𝑥2 − 𝑥2𝑑 = 𝑒2 = 𝑢2 , 𝑦 − 𝑦𝑑 = 𝑒3 = 𝑢3 , where 𝑥1𝑑 , 𝑥2𝑑
and 𝑦𝑑 are desiredstates of prey inside the refuge, prey outside the refuge and the predator population
respectively. These functions decay exponentially with time, i.e. 𝑒1 , 𝑒2 and 𝑒3 tends to zero. For achieving our
purpose we adopt 𝑒̇1 =
−𝜆1 𝑒1 , 𝑒̇2 = −𝜆2 𝑒2 and 𝑒̇3 = −𝜆3 𝑒3 , with𝜆1 , 𝜆2 , 𝜆3 > 0.Now we have
𝑥̇1 − 𝑥̇1𝑑 = −𝜆1 (𝑥1 − 𝑥1𝑑 )
𝑥̇ 2 − 𝑥̇ 2𝑑 = −𝜆2 (𝑥2 − 𝑥2𝑑 )

(12)

𝑦̇ − 𝑦𝑑̇ = −𝜆3 (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑑 )

Finally, with (11) and (12) we get the following three control functions
𝑢1 =

1
𝑥1
𝛼𝑥1
[𝑎𝑥1 (1 − ) −
+ 𝛽𝑥2 − 𝑥̇1𝑑 + 𝜆1 (𝑥1 − 𝑥1𝑑 )]
𝑥1
𝑘
1 + 𝑒𝑦

𝑢2 =

1 𝛼𝑥1
[
− 𝛽𝑥2 − 𝑏𝑥2 𝑦 − 𝑥̇ 2𝑑 + 𝜆2 (𝑥2 − 𝑥2𝑑 )]
𝑥2 1 + 𝑒𝑦
𝑢2 =

5.

(13)

1
[𝑐𝑥2 𝑦 − 𝑑𝑦 − 𝑦𝑑̇ + 𝜆3 (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑑 )]
𝑦

Adaptive non-linear control
We start by first non-dimensionalizing the system (1) by using the following transformations:
𝛼

𝛽

𝑏

𝑐𝑘

𝑎

𝑎

𝑎

𝑎𝑒

𝑋2 , 𝑒𝑦 = 𝑌, = 𝛼1 , = 𝛽1 , = 𝑏1 , 𝑎𝑡 = 𝜏,

𝑥1
𝑘

= 𝑋1 ,

𝑥2
𝑘

=

𝑑

= 𝑐1 , = 𝑑1 .Now the system (1) takes the non-dimensional form
𝑎

𝑑𝑋1
𝛼1 𝑋1
= 𝑋1 (1 − 𝑋1 ) −
+ 𝛽1 𝑋2
𝑑𝜏
1+𝑌
𝑑𝑋2
𝑑𝜏

=

𝛼1 𝑋1
1+𝑌

− 𝛽1 𝑋2 − 𝑏1 𝑋2 𝑌
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𝑑𝑌
= 𝑐1 𝑋2 𝑌 − 𝑑1 𝑌
𝑑𝜏
We use non-linear feedback control for the system (14). This system can be represented as
𝑑𝑋1
𝛼1 𝑋1
= 𝑋1 (1 − 𝑋1 ) −
+ 𝛽1 𝑋2 + 𝑢1
𝑑𝜏
1+𝑌
𝑑𝑋2
𝑑𝜏

𝛼1 𝑋1

=

1+𝑌

− 𝛽1 𝑋2 − 𝑏1 𝑋2 𝑌 + 𝑢2

(15)

𝑑𝑌
= 𝑐1 𝑋2 𝑌 − 𝑑1 𝑌 + 𝑢3
𝑑𝜏
Where 𝑢1 , 𝑢2 and 𝑢3 are adaptive nonlinear feedback control functions which will be the functions of 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 and y.
If these feedback functions stabilize the system, then in a n infinitely long time state the variables converge to
zero. Let 𝑒𝛼1 = 𝛼1 − 𝛼̂1 , 𝑒𝛽1 = 𝛽1 − 𝛽̂1 , 𝑒𝑏1 = 𝑏1 − 𝑏̂1 , 𝑒𝑐1 = 𝑐1 − 𝑐̂1 , 𝑒𝑑1 = 𝑑1 − 𝑑̂1 be unknown estimators, which
̂̇ 1 . To prove the global stability, we choose Lyapunov
give 𝑒̇𝛼1 = −𝛼̂1̇ , 𝑒̇𝛽1 = −𝛽̂1̇ , 𝑒̇𝑏1 = −𝑏̂̇ 1 , 𝑒̇𝑐1 = −𝑐̂1̇ , 𝑒̇𝑑1 = −𝑑
function as
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
𝑉(𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , 𝑌) = 𝑋12 + 𝑋22 + 𝑌 2 + 𝑒𝛼21 + 𝑒𝛽21 + 𝑒𝑏21 + 𝑒𝑐21 + 𝑒𝑑21
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Which has the derivative
𝑉̇ = 𝑋1 [𝑋1 − 𝑋12 −

𝛼𝑋1
𝛼𝑋1
+ 𝛽𝑋2 + 𝑢1 ] + 𝑋2 [
− 𝛽𝑋2 − 𝑏1 𝑋2 𝑌 + 𝑢2 ] +
1+𝑌
1+𝑌

𝑌[𝑐1 𝑋2 𝑌 − 𝑑1 𝑌 + 𝑢3 ] + 𝑒𝛼1 𝑒̇𝛼1 + 𝑒𝛽1 𝑒̇𝛽1 + 𝑒𝑏1 𝑒̇𝑏1 + 𝑒𝑐1 𝑒̇𝑐1 + 𝑒𝑑1 𝑒̇𝑑1
Choosing adaptive non-linear controls
𝑢1 = −2𝑋1 + 𝑋12 +
𝑢2 = −

̂ 1 𝑋1
𝛼
1+𝑌

𝛼̂1 𝑋1
− 𝛽̂1 𝑋2
1+𝑌

+ 𝛽̂1 𝑋2 + 𝑏̂1̇ 𝑋2 𝑌 − 𝑋2

(16)

𝑢3 = −𝑐̂1 𝑋2 𝑌 + 𝑑̂1 𝑌 − 𝑌
Using (16) in 𝑉̇ , we have
𝑉̇ = (−𝑋12 − 𝑋22 − 𝑌 2 ) + 𝑒𝛼1

𝑋1 𝑋2
− 𝑒𝛽1 𝑋22 − 𝑒𝑏1 𝑋2 𝑌 + 𝑒𝑐1 𝑋2 𝑌 − 𝑒𝑑1 𝑌 2 − 𝑒𝛼1 𝛼̂1̇
1+𝑌

−𝑒𝛽1 𝛽̂1̇ − 𝑒𝑏1 𝑏̂1̇ − 𝑒𝑐1 𝑐̂1̇ − 𝑒𝑑1 𝑑̂1̇
= (−𝑋12 − 𝑋22 − 𝑌 2 ) + 𝑒𝛼1 (−

(17)

𝑋12
𝑋1 𝑋2
+
− 𝛼̂1̇ ) + 𝑒𝛽1 (𝑋1 𝑋2 − 𝑋22 − 𝛽̂1̇ )
1+𝑌 1+𝑌

+𝑒𝑏1 (−𝑋22 𝑌 − 𝑏̂1̇ ) + 𝑒𝑐1 (𝑋2 𝑌 2 − 𝑐̂1̇ ) + 𝑒𝑑1 (−𝑌 2 − 𝑑̂1̇ )
Considering parameter estimators
𝛼̂1̇ = −

𝑋12
𝑋1 𝑋2
+
+ 𝑒𝛼1
1+𝑌 1+𝑌

𝛽̂1̇ = 𝑋1 𝑋2 − 𝑋22 + 𝑒𝛽1
𝑏̂1̇ = −𝑋22 𝑌 + 𝑒𝑏1
𝑐̂1̇ = 𝑋2 𝑌 2 + 𝑒𝑐1
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𝑑̂1̇ = −𝑌 2 + 𝑒𝑑1
Using dynamics of unknown estimators (18) in (17) we will find
𝑉̇ = (−𝑋12 − 𝑋22 − 𝑌 2 ) − 𝑒𝛼21 − 𝑒𝛽21 − 𝑒𝑏21 − 𝑒𝑐21 − 𝑒𝑑21
Clearly the system will be globally stable, because 𝑉̇ < 0.

6. Numerical simulation
In this section, we performed several numerical simulations for the system (1) to confirm our theoretical
results and to acquire more knowledge about its dynamics and general behavior. The parameter values used are
listed in the following table, some of them might be changed in order to study their effect:
Table 1. Parameter values used for simulations.
Parameter

value

𝑎

0.07

𝛼

0.035

𝛽

0.0119

𝑘

0.8

𝑏

0.0112

𝑐

0.04

𝑑

0.07

𝑒
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6.1 Effect of adaptive control
To study the effect of adaptive control on the system, we look at the stable co-existence equilibrium point.
(Figure 2) shows that without the adaptive control the system took a long time to converge to this stable
equilibrium point. However, with the use of adaptive control it is clear that the time to reach the equilibrium point
is very short, and the system almost instantly started to reach this stable equilibrium point, as seen from
(Figure 3).

Figure 2. The convergence of the co-existence
equilibrium point. The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.1, 𝛼 =
6.2
Effect
the intensity
fear
0.035,
𝛽 = of
0.00119,
𝑘 = 0.8,of
𝑏=
0.0112, 𝑐 =
0.45, 𝑑 = 0.07 and 𝑒 = 20.

Figure 3.The effect of adaptive control on the
convergence of the co-existence equilibrium point. The
parameters are 𝑎 = 0.1, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 = 0.00119, 𝑘 =
0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.45, 𝑑 = 0.07 and 𝑒 = 20.
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To study the effect of the intensity of fear, we simulate our model with parameter values taken from Table1,
and the intensity of fear taken between 0.1 to 100. It is clear that when the intensity of fear increases, the fraction
of the prey in the refuge increases. However, it has no impact on the fraction of prey outside the refuge, as shown
from Figures 4-5. On the other hand, when the intensity of fear increases, the fraction of predators decreases as
shown in ( Figure6), which dictates that fear is not in the favor of the predator.

Figure 4.The effect of the fear intensity on the prey
in the refuge. The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 =
0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 =
0.04 and 𝑑 = 0.07.

Figure 5.The effect of fear intensity on the prey out
the refuge. The parameters are𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 =
0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 =
0.04 and 𝑑 = 0.07.

Figure 6.
The parameters are 𝑎 =
0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04 and 𝑑 = 0.07.

6.3 Application of Z-type control with constant desired state
Figures 7- 9 show that with the help of z-type control all three populations, t he prey in the refuge, the prey out
of the refuge and the predators reaches the desired states as indicated. Clearly the time needed to reach the
desired states is very short, and this is due to the power of z-type control, which takes the output to the desired
state rapidly. Figures 1 0 - 1 2 show the control profile of all three populations, where ( Figure13) shows the error
profiles of all three control profiles.
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Figure 7.The convergence of the prey in the
refuge to its constant desired states 𝑥1𝑑 = 1.5.
The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 =
0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 =
0.07 and 𝑒 = 50.

Figure 8.
𝑥2𝑑 = 1.
The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 =
0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 =
0.07 and 𝑒 = 50.

Figure 9.The convergence of the predator to its
constant desired states 𝑦𝑑 = 0.5. The parameters are
𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 =
0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07 and 𝑒 = 50.

Figure 10.
The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 0.035, 𝛽 =
0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07
and 𝑒 = 50.

Figure 11.
The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 0.035, 𝛽 =
0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07
and 𝑒 = 50.

Figure 12.
. The
parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119,
𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07and 𝑒 = 5.
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Figure 13.
. The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035,
𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07and 𝑒 = 50.

6.4 Application of Z-type control with periodic desired state
Figures 14-16 show that Z-type control could be used to achieve a periodic desired state. From a biological
point of view, it is very important to be able to reach a stable limit cycle instead of a constant equilibrium point,
as periodic solutions (i.e. limit cycles) are of great interest for ecosystems and more generally for conservation
biology. For the purpose of simulation, we consider the desired state to be of the form
𝜋𝑡
100
𝜋𝑡
𝑥2𝑑 = 𝑟2 + 𝜔2 cos
200
𝜋𝑡
𝑦𝑑 = 𝑟3 + 𝜔3 cos
100
𝑥1𝑑 = 𝑟1 + 𝜔1 cos

Figure 15.The convergence of the prey out the
refuge to its periodic desired states.The parameters
are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 =
0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07, 𝑒 = 50, 𝑟1 = 1, 𝑟2 =
0.8, 𝑟3 = 0.8 , 𝜔1 = 0.5, 𝜔2 = 0.25, 𝜔3 = 0.8.

Figure 14.The convergence of the prey in the
refuge to its periodic desired states. The parameters
are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 =
0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07, 𝑒 = 50, 𝑟1 = 1, 𝑟2 =
0.8, 𝑟3 = 0.8 , 𝜔1 = 0.5, 𝜔2 = 0.25, 𝜔3 = 0.8.
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Figure 16.

Figure 17.

. The parameters are
𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 =
0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07, 𝑒 = 50, 𝑟1 = 1, 𝑟2 =
0.8, 𝑟3 = 0.8 , 𝜔1 = 0.5, 𝜔2 = 0.25, 𝜔3 = 0.8.

. The parameters are 𝑎 =
0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 =
0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07, 𝑒 = 50, 𝑟1 = 1,
𝑟2 = 0.8, 𝑟3 = 0.8 , 𝜔1 = 0.5, 𝜔2 =
0.25, 𝜔3 = 0.8.

Figure 18.
. The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 =
0.035, 𝛽 = 0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 =
0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07, 𝑒 = 50, 𝑟1 = 1, 𝑟2 = 0.8, 𝑟3 =
0.8 , 𝜔1 = 0.5, 𝜔2 = 0.25, 𝜔3 = 0.8.

Figure 19.
.
The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 =
0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 =
0.07, 𝑒 = 50, 𝑟1 = 1, 𝑟2 = 0.8, 𝑟3 = 0.8 , 𝜔1 =
0.5, 𝜔2 = 0.25, 𝜔3 = 0.8.

Figure 20.
. The parameters are 𝑎 = 0.07, 𝛼 = 0.035, 𝛽 =
0.0119, 𝑘 = 0.8, 𝑏 = 0.0112, 𝑐 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.07, 𝑒 = 5, 𝑟1 = 1, 𝑟2 = 0.8, 𝑟3 = 0.8 , 𝜔1 =
0.5, 𝜔2 = 0.25, 𝜔3 = 0.8.
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6.5 Effect of different forms of 𝜷
It is more realistic than not to assume the refuge size (i.e. 𝛽) is not constant. Figures 21-23 show the
fractions of prey in the refuge, the prey outside the refuge and the predator, where we took different forms of 𝛽. It
is clear that when 𝛽 is taken as a linear function (i.e. 𝛽(𝑡) = (𝑎 + 𝛽0 )𝑥2 ) or as an exponential function of the
prey outside the refuge (i.e. 𝛽(𝑡) = 𝑎𝑥2 exp(𝛽0 ) ), then both the prey outside the refuge and in the refuge reach
their stable equilibrium and the predator goes to extinction. However, when 𝛽 is taken as a logistic function of the
𝑥
prey outside the refuge (i.e. 𝛽(𝑡) = 𝑎𝛽0 𝑥2 (1 − 2 )), then all three populations co-exist together after initial small
𝑘
oscillations. Note that 𝛽0 is a positive constant and represents the base-line value for 𝛽.

Figure 23.

7. Conclusion
All animals are threatened by predators and face the risk of predation. Prey populations change
their behavior due to their fear of predators. In this paper we have studied the dynamics of predator-prey
interaction where prey reside in two habitats, namely refuge and out of refuge. In refuge, the prey is safe
from predatory killing and has sufficient resources to survive, and the population in the refuge grows
logistically. Out of refuge, predators interact with the prey and may kill them. Prey live under the fear
of predation, but when predator fear is diluted, prey come out of their refuge. On increasing predation
fear, prey take shelter in the refuge.
We obtain three biologically feasible equilibria and discuss their stability. The equilibrium free
from prey and predator population will always exist and it is unstable i.e. prey, and predator populations
will never be extinct. The equilibrium having zero predator population and non-zero prey population will
always exist, and it will be globally stable if the maximum prey population inside the refuge is greater
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𝛽𝑑

than . Otherwise it will be unstable. The co-existing equilibrium will be asymptotically stable if ̅̅̅
𝑥1 is
𝑐𝛼
bigger than half of the carrying capacity, and otherwise will be unstable.
To bring the population to the desired level and to protect it from extinction, we use z-control,
where the population reaches the desired level in a short time. We performed a simulation where the
desired state was limit cycles instead of an equilibrium point. Numerically it is shown that as the
intensity of fear increases, the population of the prey in refuge increases, while the population of the
predator decreases i.e. fear is not in the favor of predator populations. To make our study more
ecologically realistic, we took different forms of refuge size (𝛽) i.e. linear, exponential, and logistic
instead of constant. We observed that when refuge size 𝛽 is linear or exponential, the prey out of the
refuge and in the refuge tend to attend their stable equilibrium and predators go to extinction. If we
consider refuge size as a logistic function of the prey out of refuge, then after a little oscillation all three
populations co-exist. The adaptive control inputs for asymptotic stability are obtained as non-linear
feedback. We examined the stability of the system with and without control and noted that the system
with control approaches stability faster than the system without control.
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ABSTRACT: Uphole and surface seismic refraction surveys were carried out in parts of the Niger Delta, Nigeria, to
delineate weathering thickness and velocity associated with aweathered layer. A total of twelve uphole and surface
seismic refraction surveyswere shot, computed and analyzed. The velocity of the uphole seismic refraction ranged from
344.8 to 680.3 m/s with a thickness of 5.45 to 13.35 m. Surface seismic refraction ranged from 326.6 to 670.2 m/s and
4.30 to 12.0 m, respectively. The average velocity and thickness ranged from 559.6 to 548.0 m/s and 9.43 to 8.63m
with differences of 11.6 m/s and 0.83 m respectively. The VW/VS ratios ranged from 0.955 to 1.059. This indicates that
the uphole velocity is higher than the surface refraction velocity leading to low VW/VS values. This is a direct
experimental proof of a low velocity zone, confirming the weathered nature of the area. The results of both refraction
methods are reliable; the differences in surface refraction values are due to shot point offsets. Based on these findings,
it is recommended that shots for seismic surveys should be located above 15.0 m in the area to delineate the effects
associated with weathered layers to ensure that will be competent to withstand engineering structures.
Keywords: Niger Delta; Surface seismic refraction; Uphole and Weathered layers.

 نيجيريا، تفكيك طبقة مجففة باستخدام طرق االنكسار الزلزالي السطحي في أجزاء من دلتا النيجر
 جونسون أيبوت و شويميكا سامسون، أوكيشوكو أجباسي،مافينيسو أكا

 لتحديد سماكة التجوية والسرعة المرتبطة بالطبقة التي،  نيجيريا،  تم إجراء مسوحات االنكسار الزلزالي والسطحي في أجزاء من دلتا النيجر:الملخص
 تراوحت سرعة االنكسار.انكسارا زلزاليًا في قاع البئر والسطح وحسابها وتحليلها
 تم تصوير ما مجموعه اثني عشر مس ًحا.تعرضت للعوامل الجوية
ً
4.80  ث و/  م3.0..  إلى8.3.3  تراوح االنكسار الزلزالي السطحي من. م58.85  إلى5.45  ث بسمك/  م330.8  إلى844.3 الزلزالي في قاع البئر من
 م على0.38  ث و/  م55.3  م بفارق3.38  إلى9.48  ث ومن/  م543.0  إلى559.3  تراوح متوسط السرعة والسماكة من. م على التوالي5..0 إلى
 وهذا يوضح أن سرعة البئر أعلى من سرعة االنكسار السطحي مما يؤدي إلى انخفاض قيم، 5.059  إلى0.955  منVW/VS  تراوحت نسب.التوالي
،  نتائج كل من طريقتي االنكسار موثوقة، . مما يؤكد الطبيعة المتجوية للمنطقة،  هذا د ليل تجريبي مباشر على منطقة سرعة منخفضة.VW/VS
مترا
ً 55.0  يوصى بأن تكون لقطات المسوحات الزلزالية فوق،  بنا ًء على هذه النتائج.واالختالفات في قيم االنكسار السطحي ترجع إلى إزاحة نقطة التسديد
. والتي ستكون مؤهلة لتحمل الهياكل الهندسية، في المنطقة لتحديد التأثيرات المرتبطة بالطبقات التي تعرضت للعوامل الجوية
. دلتا النيجر؛ االنكسار الزلزالي السطحي تمسك طبقات مجوية:الكلمات المفتاحية
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1. Introduction

T

he Niger Delta region of Nigeria comprises weathered layers of sedimentary materials and unconsolidated coastal
plain underlain by, from bottom to top, Akata, Agbada and Benin formations [1]. Lack of proper understanding of
the weathered layers’ characteristics creates problems such as poor data quality and statics in seismic surveys [2]. The
weathered layer problems are result of large disparities in the velocities and thicknesses of the weather layers and the
underlying strata in seismic data acquisition. Small changes in the thickness of weathered layers make large differences
in the arrival times of seismic data, which leads to false seismic imaging structures [3].
Surface seismic refraction alone has been routinely used to delineate the effects of the weathered layer by
previous researchers within the study area [1, 2]. This method has not provided a good definition of the weathered and
consolidated layers, which has led to persistent cases of structural failure and environmental hazards encountered
within the study area. The current research, therefore, combines both uphole and surface seismic refraction to better
delineate the effects of weathered layers by taking advantage of the elevation and lithology of lateral formations
coupled with the weathered layers’velocity and thickness. This is because differences in the elevation leads to
differences in travel time of the geophone, which have an effect on the positioning of synclines, anticlines and fault
formations. Therefore, the weathered layer data acquired during seismic prospecting is corrected to take care of these
anomalies [4]. The uphole seismic refraction method is the measurement of the near surface seismic velocity by
generating a seismic source on or close to the surface, adjacent to a drilled borehole, and recording the travel times of
its first arrival at intervals down the hole using a geophone [5].
The uphole technique measures the vertical changes in seismic velocity by placing a source at the top of a
borehole and measuring travel times at multiple intervals in the borehole [6]. The P and S wave travel times for each
geophone are combined and plotted for the uphole as travel time versus depth curves, respectively. This gives total
velocity profiles from which various elastic moduli can be calculated from the borehole, thereby producing a true
picture of the subsurface. Weathered layers are characterized by high porosity, lack of cementation, low pressure and
low bulk modulus, which are responsible for the low velocity encountered in them. Comparing measurements obtained
by uphole techniques with the surface method, reveals shortfalls in the determination of weathered layers and provides
a way of inaccuracy in surveys. This proves that the method is viable for the delineation of the thickness and velocity
of the weathered layer.

2. Location and Geology of Study area
The area under study is the southern part of the Niger Delta, Nigeria. It is lies between the latitudes 40331 and
4 45 N and from the longitudes 70521 to 80021 E as shown in Figure 1. The sediments of the area are unconsolidated
with a high variable thickness throughout the region [7]. The Niger Delta is characterized by fault-bounded
sedimentation, extensive shale structures and weathered layers which are comprised of low velocity zones [8]. It is
made up of fresh water swamps and mangrove swamps with relief that increases towards the north. It is composed of
three sedimentary formations namely: Benin, Agbada and Akata formations as shown in Figure 2. The Benin formation
consists of coarse-grained sandstones with minor intercalations of shale. The Agbada formation consists of alternating
sandstones, marine shale and fluviomarine sandstone. The Akata formation consists of shale with local interbedding of
sands and siltstones [9].
0

1

Figure 1. (a) Map of Nigeria showing the Niger Delta region and the study area (b) Niger Delta region showing the
study area.
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Figure 2. Stratigraphic chart of the Niger Delta region, Nigeria.

3.Theoretical Background
The seismic refraction method is a geophysical technique used to determine thickness of weathered layers, depth
to bedrock, depth of the water table and other seismic velocity boundaries [10]. For the seismic refraction method to be
used effectively, subsurface determination, the travel times of the generated wave and the offset distance must be
determined. The uphole method of seismic refraction is a seismic field technique which uses receivers on the ground
surface and an underground source to obtain information about the subsurface lithology. It requires a drilling rig,
pulley, water tank and man power and takes some time for the drilling process. It measures the travel times of primary
and secondary waves from the energy source to the receivers. It also provides near surface information at the point of
survey about the lithology of lateral formations [11]. In uphole refraction, the survey is performed in a single borehole
in that a hole is drilled to the required depth at the survey location and a vibrating source is created to determine the
velocity for various soil layers [6].
A single wave source is located on the ground and underground surfaces, a multiple receiver is fixed at known
depth and the output is measured as a function of time and depth as shown in Figure 3. The exact times of the source
being produced and of the energy reaching the receivers need to be determined to analyze the first arrival times. The
first arrival of seismic energy is always the direct wave or the refracted wave. The travel time versus depth and uphole
survey time relationship are also shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The velocity of the weathered layer can be
calculated from the reciprocal of the gradient of the direct arrivals. However, the velocity of the second layer can be
calculated from the reciprocal of the gradient of refracted arrivals. A good knowledge of the thickness distribution of
the layer is often of immense advantage to engineering geophysical studies as well as in seismic refraction data
acquisition ventures. Hence, the depth (thickness) of the interface can be calculated from the intercept of refracted
arrivals along with the velocity [12], as shown in equations 1 and 2, respectively.
On the other hand, the surface seismic refraction technique is slightly different from the uphole method as it
measures the travel time of P and S seismic waves refracted at the interfaces between surface layers of different
velocity. It also provides information about the near surface over the length of the laid spread. It requires the use of
hammer and plates, weight drops or small explosive charges as energy sources, geophones as detectors and a
seismograph as a recording unit. Moreover, it is easy to accomplish, time efficient and more economical compared to
uphole refraction. In surface seismic refraction, the survey is performed with a linear array of geophones connected to a
seismograph at certain regular interval. Seismic energy generated by a source located on the surface, radiating out from
the shot point, penetrating into the subsurface is refracted at various interfaces, corresponding to geological boundaries
[13]. However, the travel time is measured and plotted with respect to depth. The velocity and thickness are calculated
in a similar way as in the case of uphole refraction.
(1)
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(2)

where Z = the depth of the thickness, t = total time along refracted path, t 1 = intercept time,V1 = Velocity of the first
layer and V2 is the velocity of the second layer.

Figure 3. Direct and refracted waves in two layers.
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Figure 4. Travel time versus depth plot.
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Figure 5.Uphole survey time depth relationship.

4. Materials and Method
Uphole refraction surveys were conducted at twelve different locations within the study area, using a TD500 top
drive drilling machine, a twelve channels enhancement seismograph and 48 Hz geophones. During drilling, a deep hole
was drilled at the intersection of the source and receiver line. Dynamic charges were laid successively in the hole at
5 m intervals, starting from the greatest depth of 60 m. Each charge extended to the surface with the depth written on it.
The holes were tamped after each successful shot to prevent loss of energy at the hole during the shooting processes.
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Twelve geophones were laid on the surface at 5 m intervals from the hole to receive the seismic signal to the
seismographs. After explosion, a single geophone was planted close to the hole surface to obtain an uphole pre-trigger
time, which is the time elapsed between the shot and the reception by the geophone.
Surface seismic refraction surveys were also carried out at twelve different locations, covered by five traverses
namely A, B, C, D and E, respectively. Each of the traverses was 60 m long with an inter-geophone separation distance
of 5 m. Shot points were recorded on each profile.
A twelve-channel enhancement seismograph was used to measure the refracted travel times of P and S waves
along with the 48 Hz frequency geophones. The seismic wave signals received by the geophones were converted from
mechanical to electrical. However, parts of the signals that were undesirable (noise) were attenuated by a frequency
filter. The outputs of the arrival times after filtration were displayed on the monitor and selected as shown in Figure 6
and 7, respectively. In processing the data, the first break of arrival times were picked for various shots. The first break
time is the first pick-up time recognized for any trace which is the parameter of interest in the interpretation of uphole
data. The uphole data were normalized by subtracting the pre-trigger time from the first break time. By doing this, the
pick-up time of the shot by each geophone was assumed to be the same [14]. Moreover, the differences were due to
time delays introduced by weathered layers with different lithology sediments. The recorded travel times were then
plotted against geophone offset for each uphole point. The parameters of interest, that is, velocity and thickness, were
calculated from the slope of travel times versus offset distance as the reciprocal and intersection points for all the shots,
which constitutes the data set as shown in table 1.

Figure 6. Surface monitor record in selected area.

Figure 7. Uphole monitor record in selected area.
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Table1. Summary of weather red layer velocity and thickness for uphole and surface seismic refraction from each
location.
Lat/Long
(m)

Elevation
(m)

Locations

565568.5754/
365103.2278
570539.5123/
360423.0335
568627.2088/
383721.0295
557803.227/
380138.3493
514800.8760/
386376.0214
510781.3888/
381888.5125
573641.8600/
381331.4300
575130.5077/
383323.1428
565568.5754/
365103.2278
570539.5123/
360423.0335
568627.2088/
383721.0295
557803.227/
380138.3493
Averages

74.2054

5.

A

Uphole
Velocity
VW(m/s)
680.3

Surface
Velocity
VS(m/s)
670.2

VW /
VS
(m/s)
1.015

Uphole
Thickness
DW (m)
13.35

Surface
Thickness
DS (m)
12.00

DW /
DS
(m)
1.113

85.2058

B

625.0

620.8

1.007

11.45

10.56

1.084

103.2058

C

588.2

568.6

1.034

10.60

10.00

1.060

62.1058

D

531.0

525.0

1.011

9.90

9.20

1.076

24.4717

E

602.4

589.0

1.023

10.80

10.00

1.080

38.9448

F

549.5

537.5

1.022

9.25

8.20

1.128

0.0000

G

500.0

480.0

1.042

8.80

8.25

1.067

40.9058

H

476.1

448.0

1.063

7.25

6.95

1.043

74.2054

I

450.0

425.0

1.059

6.10

6.05

1.008

85.2058

J

672.0

703.5

0.955

12.95

12.10

1.070

103.2058

K

696.0

682.0

1.021

7.30

6.00

1.217

62.1058

L

344.8

326.6

1.056

5.45

4.30

1.267

559.6

548.0

9.43

8.63

Results and Discussion

The results of the analyses are presented in table 1 and Figures 8-12. The geophysical properties of interest are
the seismic velocity and thickness variation competency of the weathered layer. Uphole and surface seismic refraction
survey data were collected from twelve different locations and analyzed. Both methods show similar variations in
velocity with uphole refraction having a slightly higher value for velocity than that of the surface refraction. These
changes in velocity are the result of changes in lithology, cementation, fluid content and compaction of the formation,
which determine the mechanical properties of the materials through which the seismic waves were propagated.

Figure 8. Velocity and thickness ratio of the study area.
The uphole velocity ranges from 344.8 to 680.3 m/s with an average velocity of 559.6 m/s. It is worthnoting that a
reliable value of the uphole data is made only from shots taken well within the weatheredlayer. This is due to the fact
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that the ray crosses the weathered layer twice, giving a more accurate representation of the ray path in the weathered
layer than that of the surface data. For surface seismic refraction, the velocity ranged from 326.6 to 670.2 m/s with an
average velocity of 548.0 m/s.

Figure 9. 2D contour map for surface thickness.

Figure 10. 2D contour map for uphole thickness.

Figure 11. 2D contour map for surface velocity.
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Figure 12. 2D contour map for uphole thickness.
The marginal variations in surface velocity are indicative of the high degree of homogeneity of the layer and data
acquired in the study area. The differences in velocity of uphole and surface seismic refraction were 11.6 m/s, VW /VS
ratios and <1.4142 indicating a negative Poisson ratio which can occur only in the weathered layer formation [15].
Hence, these results can be applied in near surface construction by removing the weathered organic layer of the top soil
of the ground until finding V W /VS ratios that are >1.5 [12]. On the other hand, the thicknesses by uphole and surface
seismic refraction are fairly uniformly thin in the area, ranging from 5.45 to 13.55 m, 4.30 to 12.0 m with an average of
9.43 and 8.63m, respectively. The disparity in the thickness values could be a result of shot point offset correction
which could be caused by delayed arrival or low velocity formation, as observed in the surface seismic refraction
which gives lower values than the uphole method. Similarly, it is observed that the uphole thickness is slightly higher
than that of surface refraction, by 0.83 m. This is because the uphole drilling process changes the lithology in the
vicinity of the borehole due to the formation of mud cake, which affects the speed of seismic wave propagation in rock.

6. Conclusion
Uphole and surface seismic refraction methods characterize the weathered layer by taking advantage of the
lithology of the lateral formation, which can be used in comparison with drilled rock formations for better delineation
of the weathered surface layer within the study area. The analysis is hinged on the determination of seismic velocity
and thickness of the weathered layer as well as the elevation. The results show mainly a two-layer model in almost all
the interpreted weathered layer data. The weathered layer velocity ranges from 344.8 to 680.3 m/s for uphole and 326.6
to 670.2 m/s for surface seismic refraction. Thickness ranges from 5.45 to 13.35 m for uphole and 4.30 to 12.0 m for
surface seismic refraction, respectively. Comparatively, the average uphole velocity of 559.6 m/s is higher than the
average surface velocity of 548.0 m/s. Also, the average uphole thickness of 9.43 m is higher than 8.63 m of the
surface refraction across twelve locations. However, seismic refraction work within the study area required substantial
static corrections, due to high variability of the weathered layer seismic velocity and thickness. Hence, uphole
refraction is the better alternative. On the other hand, information obtained from both methods on weathered velocity,
thickness and elevation will be of interest in determining the location of civil engineering structures and for the
determination of the level of bedrock competence in the study area.
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ABSTRACT: This work is intended to analyze and compare the performances of two groups of students on the
understanding of force and motion concepts using the Force Concept Inventory (FCI). The FCI test serves questions on
basic Newtonian concepts where the answers include the correct response and commonly misconceived alternatives.
The FCI test was implemented twice as pre and post-tests for two introductory calculus-based physics courses offered
at the Sultan Qaboos University (SQU) in Oman for students mainly from the Colleges of Science, Education and
Agriculture and the students from the College of Engineering in the Spring 2017 and Spring 2018 semesters. These
courses cover the traditional first-year level kinematics and dynamics in translational and rotational motions based on
the same syllabus and the same textbook. Hake’s normalized gain, defined as the change in class averages divided by
the maximum possible increase, was used to compare the students’ performances. The normalized gains for both
groups of students were in the low gain category. Female students in both courses performed better on the FCI in
general, but the difference was only statistically significant in the course offered to science students.
Keywords: Force concept inventory (FCI); Gender; Physics and engineering education research and Hake’s
normalized gain.

مقارنة بين طالب كلية العلوم وكلية الهندسة في استخدام المفهوم المكتسب عن القوة في المواد التمهيدية للفيزياء
نزيفا كوكا و نضال سليمان
 الهدف من هذا العمل المقارنة والتحليل في أداء مجموعتين من الطالب في فهم مفاهيم القوة والحركة بإستخدام مقياس مفهوم القوة المكتسب:الملخص
( يقدم أسئلة في مفاهيم نيوتن األساسية حيث أن اإلجابات تحتوي على استجابات صحيحة وأخرىFCI)  امتحان مقياس مفهوم القوة المكتسب.(FCI)
( تم تطبيقه مرتين قبل وبعد امتحانات مادتين تمهيدية للحسابات المعتمدة على الفيزياء في جامعة السلطانFCI)  امتحان مقياس مفهوم القوة المكتسب.خاطئة
7102  تم تطبيق المقياس مرتين في فصل ربيع.قابوس في سلطنة عمان حيث كان م عظم الطالب من كليات العلوم والتربية والزراعة ومن كلية الهندسة
 تم استخدام. هذه المواد تحتوي على مواضيع الحركة التقليدية الخطية والدائرية مع استخدام نفس مخطط المنهج ونفس الكتاب. 7102 وفي فصل ربيع
 معدل الكسب.مقياس هاك للكسب الطبي عي لمقارنة أداء الطالب والذي يعرف على أنه الفرق بين المتوسطات في الصف مقسوم على أعلى زيادة محتملة
( للجنس في المادتين يظهر تقدم اإلناث بشكل عام ولكن إحصائيا يظهر تقدم بارزFCI)  مستوى األداء في.الطبيعي للمفهوم للمجموعتين في الفئة الدنيا
.لإلناث في المادة المطروحة لطلبة كلية العلوم
 مقياس هاك للكسب الطبيعي، بحث تعليم الفيزياء والهندسة، الجنس،(FCI)  مقياس مفهوم القوة المكتسب:الكلمات المفتاحية
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1. Introduction
oncept inventories are research-based assessment techniques that study students’ understanding of certain physics
concepts. They are designed mainly to measure the effectiveness of teaching by determining students’
performances in the given course. The Force Concept Inventory (FCI) [1] is a multiple-choice test to measure the
students’ understanding of Newton’s concepts and related kinematics, and in addition to identifying the misconceptions
of the students in these topics. The FCI is one of the most reliable tests that has been implemented in physics education
and is used in educational institutions all over the world. The questions in the FCI involve concepts only and avoid
problem solving.
In this work we used the original version of FCI [1] consisting of 29 multiple-choice questions that are classified
into six conceptual dimensions, kinematics, Newton’s first, second and third laws, the superposition principle and
kinds of forces. The questions are intentionally designed in such a way that, while the correct answer shows a certain
Newtonian concept, the remaining four answers give some information on the common-sense alternatives or
misconceptions, and the FCI was designed to examine each one of them [2]. Martin-Blas et al. [3] and Bani-Salameh
[4-5] analyzed their data to identify dominant misconceptions of their students. Caballero et al. [6] compared two
different curricula at Georgia Institute of Technology in the USA using the FCI and found that post instruction FCI
averages were significantly higher for their traditional curriculum than for the Matter & Interactions (M&I) curriculum
where both were taught with similar interactive pedagogy.
We administered the FCI for students in Sultan Qaboos University who took two calculus-based physics courses,
namely, Physics 1 (PHYS2101) and Physics for Engineers 1 (PHYS2107). PHYS2101 is offered to students from the
Colleges of Science, Education and Agriculture. Students from other colleges are also enrolled in PHYS2101 in order
to be able to major in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) subjects. PHYS2107 is offered to
students from the College of Engineering. Each course is coordinated by one of the instructors who are involved in
teaching the courses. These courses cover the traditional first year level kinematics and dynamics in translational and
rotational motion. In both courses, the same textbook by Walker, Halliday and Resnick, “Principles of Physics”, 10 th
Edition is used. Each course has typically 250-300 students, divided into 3-4 sections.
These sections are taught by several instructors from the Physics Department, in two time slots per week, each
one running for one hour and twenty minute lectures, conducted in large lecture halls. In addition, each student attends
a 3h laboratory and 3h tutorial session in alternating weeks within groups of maximum 60 students. Attendance of
lectures, labs and tutorials is mandatory. Tutorials are conducted on problem solving by two instructors, with one-toone discussions with the students. The total period of instruction is 15 weeks per semester.
We present the FCI results for Spring 2017 and Spring 2018 semesters. We calculated the normalized gain [7],
defined as the change in class averages divided by the maximum possible increase, for two groups of students and
compared it with the results obtained in the other institutions in the Gulf region. For example, in UAE G.W. Hitt et al.
[8] obtained the average normalized gain on FCI as 0.16 ± 0.01 over several semesters of traditional instruction, and
in Saudi Arabia a normalized gain of 0.10 was found (more details are given in [4]).
We compared the FCI performances between genders by using the normalized gains. Results obtained for the
gender difference in PHYS2101 and PHYS2107 groups are not in tune with most of the studies performed using the
FCI. Normandeau et al [9] reported the presence of gender disparity on the FCI in a sample of Canadian undergraduate
students. Madsen et al. [10] reviewed the literature and reported that a gender gap exists in FCI scores and gains in
favor of males across several institutions from the USA and UK. Docktor and Heller [11] from University of
Minnesota, USA, found a significant gender gap in pre-test FCI scores that remained post-instruction, wherein male
students outperformed females. Bates et al. [12] investigated the gender gap in conceptual understanding of Newtonian
mechanics in three UK universities and found that there is a statistically significant gender gap, with males
outperforming females. Bani-Salameh et al. [13] in Saudi Arabia measured the performance gap among male and
female college students with the FCI, showing a gender gap in favor of male students.
Further studies compare the performances of the male and female students on in-class exams versus those on the
FCI. When examining the performance of male and female students in the final exam scores in our two courses, we
found that female students outperform the males. In contrast, Docktor et al. [11] found that the male final exam scores
of 15 semesters were higher by 3.9 % while Bates et al. [12] found no statistically signiﬁcant difference in ﬁnal exam
scores between men and women at three universities for a single semester. Research in a Canadian university shows
that there is no apparent gender bias in the in-course assessments [9].
We organize the paper as follows: In section 2 we introduce the students’ background. Section 3 deals with
details of the method used. Analysis of the FCI results is covered in Section 4. Section 5 presents the discussions and
conclusions.

C

2. Students’ background
Students taking PHYS2101 and PHYS2107 courses come to the University from high schools where the
education is mostly in Arabic with some English background. They enroll in different colleges, each having different
entry requirements. The PHYS2101 group consists of students from the Colleges of Science (60%), Agriculture (30%)
and Education (10%). At times, students from other colleges (about 1%) also enroll in PHYS2101. Before admittance
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to the university, the students who enroll in PHYS2101 should satisfy the following requirements. The students of
Colleges of Science and of Education are supposed to have studied four subjects (mathematics, chemistry, physics and
biology) in high school and to have obtained a minimum of 65 % grade in any of these three subjects. The students of
the College of Agriculture have to score at least a 65 % grade in mathematics and also to study and pass with at least a
65% grade in any two of the courses, chemistry, physics and biology.
On the other hand, the students from the College of Engineering register to PHYS2107. Their admission criteria
to the college requires a minimum of a 65 % grade in mathematics, physics and chemistry.
In addition, at least a 65% grade in basic English language in high school is a must for all students who are
admitted to the above-mentioned colleges. The number of female and male students admitted to the colleges is equal,
except for the College of Engineering.
Most students go through a one-year foundation program taking Mathematics, Information Technology and
English language and then they register either in PHYS2101 or PHYS2107 courses depending on their colleges. The
medium of instruction in these courses is English. Despite an intensive one-year training in the foundation program,
some students still struggle in understanding the language of the textbook and terminology.
In general, there are a higher proportion of male than female students in PHYS2107 as compared to PHYS2101.
The male/female ratio in the randomly sampled PHYS2101 group was 1:3 and in PHYS2107 group was 4:1.

3. Method
The FCI test was given twice to the same students in Spring 2017 and Spring 2018 semesters; the pre-test was
administered at the beginning of the semester, during the first week, and the post-test towards the end of the semester,
after Newton’s force and motion concepts had been covered. A total of 249 students from randomly selected sections
of PHYS2101 groups, in which 24.5% were male and 75.5% were female, took the pre- and post- tests over two
semesters of traditional instruction. The PHYS2107 group consisted of 218 students, in which 81.2% were male and
18.8% were female. These sample sizes represented 44.9% of the total populations of PHYS2101 and 39.4% of
PHYS2107 groups, respectively. The reported statistics are for matching individual students who took part in both preand post- tests.
The FCI test has usually been conducted for between 30 and 45 minutes in many institutions. We gave our
students 45 minutes to finish the test. This was due to the fact that PHYS2101 and PHYS2107 courses are two of the
first science courses that are taught in English, and for many of our students’ language proficiency is still developing.
Our students had neither prior information about the test dates, nor were introduced to the FCI test in their mother
language. Students were informed that the FCI results would not affect their final grade in these two courses and there
were no alternative incentives given for taking the FCI.

4. Results
4.1 Performance of student groups
Table 1 shows the FCI pre- and post- tests mean values and standard deviations (S) in percentages, number of
students N and t-test results for the group of PHYS2101 and PHYS2107 students. The low mean values in the pretest for both groups of students reflect poor knowledge and misconceptions in physics prior to any instruction; this is
particularly true for the students of the College of Agriculture since in their admittance physics is not a compulsory
requirement. The mean percentage of correct answers in the post- test is 32.7% for the PHYS2101 group and 36.9%
for PHYS2107 group.
The t-test is performed for the pre- and post- test scores with unequal variances for the two independent groups and
obtained a t-value (with significance level of 0.05). The results are shown in Table 1. The difference in the averages is
greater for PHYS2107; they are statistically significant as verified by the t-tests.
Table 1. FCI pre- and post- test mean values for PHYS2101 and PHYS2107 groups. Ni is the number of students and
𝑆𝑖 the standard deviation (i = pre, post)
Group

pre-test

post-test

t-test

Npre

Mean
(%)

𝑺𝒑𝒓𝒆
(%)

Npost

Mean
(%)

𝑺𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒕
(%)

t- value

p - value

PHYS2101

249

22.6

9.4

249

32.7

11.6

10.80

< 10−4

PHYS2107

218

26.0

11.6

218

36.9

13.0

9.26

< 10−4

The results can be compared with similar data from different institutions from a number of countries. Pre- and
post- test FCI scores range from 27% - 52% and 48% - 77% respectively in USA [1] depending on the methods of
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instruction [7]. Reported pre- and post- test scores were obtained as 28 % and 69 % in Finland [14-15] and 22 % and
30.4 % in Saudi Arabia [4] respectively. We find that our results of the post tests for the PHYS2101 and PHYS2107
groups are within the range reported by [3] for the Forestry Engineering School (EUITF) in Spain and Bani-Salameh
[4] in Saudi Arabia.
Figure 1 (a) and (b) shows the overall performance in terms of the number of correct answers (a maximum of 29
correct answers) by the students in pre- and post- test in PHYS2101 and PHYS2107. We normalized the frequencies to
the number of students per group. The highest grades obtained by the students for post-test are 22 in PHYS2101 and 25
in PHYS2107. It can be seen that there is a clear shift towards the right, indicating that there is an obvious increase in
the number of correct answers in the post-test in both groups. Similar analysis has been done by [3] and [4].

15

20

(a) PHYS2101
pre

Normalized frequencies (%)

Normalized frequencies (%)

20

post

10

5

15

(b) PHYS2107
pre

post

10

5

0

0

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

Number of correct answers

Number of correct answers

Figure 1. The number of correct answers by the students normalized to number of students in pre- and post-tests in (a)
PHYS2101 (b) PHYS2107. Dashed lines represent the trend line.
Figure 2 shows the percentage of students who answered a particular question correctly versus the question
number for pre-test (grey) and post-test (blue) for both PHYS2101 (a) and PHYS2107 (b). In the pre-test less than 20
% of students in each group answered the questions 2, 8, 9, 13, 18, 24 and 26 correctly. In the post- test, questions 6, 9,
16, 20, 22, 24 and 26 were still only answered correctly by 20 % of PHYS2101 students. Here question 26 was about
the Newton’s first law which was also answered correctly by less than 20 % of PHYS2107 students. Figure 2 also
clearly shows that a few questions, namely, questions 1, 4, 10, 12 and 16, were answered correctly by more than 50 %
of both groups of students in the post-test. In particular, more than 70% of students correctly answered question 12,
which deals with Newton’s third law of motion.
More analysis on each question will be done in the gain per question section below.

Figure 2. Percentage of students obtaining pre- (grey) and post- (blue) test correct answers per question in the FCI
test for the groups (a) PHYS2101 and (b) PHYS2107. The FCI averages are shown as horizontal dashed lines.
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4.2 Normalized gain per group
To measure the improvement in students’ conceptual understanding, Hake’s normalized gain, 〈g〉, [7], [16] is
extensively used in many studies and given by
〈g〉 =

〈A𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡〉 −〈A𝑝𝑟𝑒 〉

(1)

100%−〈A𝑝𝑟𝑒 〉

where 〈A𝑝𝑟𝑒 〉 and 〈A𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 〉 are pre-test and post-test class averages. The normalized gain is accepted high for 〈g〉 ≥
0.7, medium for 0.3 < 〈g〉 < 0.7 and low for 〈g〉 ≤ 0.3.
We used the following equation for the pooled standard error of 〈g〉 in terms of the standard deviations of both the
pre- and post- test data [17]:

SE〈g〉 =

1
100

√

2
2 +(𝑁
(𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒 −1)𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 −1)𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒 +𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 −2

×(

1

𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒

+

1
𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

1⁄2

)

(2)

where 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 are the same since we have matched data sets.
Table 2 shows the average normalized gain for each group of students whose 〈g〉 values remain in the low gain
category. Although 〈g〉 of the PHYS2101 group is slightly lower than that of the PHYS2107, there is no statistical
difference between them (p = 0.28) at 95% confidence level.
Table 2. Normalized gains for PHYS2101 and PHYS2107 groups.
Group

N

〈g〉

SE〈g〉

PHYS2101

249

0.13

0.01

PHYS2107

218

0.15

0.01

t- value

p- value

1.08

0.28

4.3 Normalized gain per question
In order to have a better understanding of students’ performances on the FCI questions for both groups, we
calculated the gain per question [6], which is basically Hake’s gain for a single question. The histograms of the gain
per question are shown in Figure 3. The highest item gain obtained is 0.55 on question 12 for PHYS2101 and 0.46 on
question 4 for PHYS2107. Gains above 0.3 are achieved on questions 2, 11, 12 for PHYS2101 and questions 4 and 12
for PHYS2107. Question 2 related to Newton’s third law and question 12 dealt with kinds of forces. As can also be
noticed, the gains are negative for questions 7, 15, 22 and 26 for both groups of students. These questions are on
“kinds of forces” and “Newton’s first law”.

Figure 3. Gain per question for PHYS2101 (orange) and PHYS2107 (green). The average gains are shown as
horizontal dashed lines.
4.4 Normalized gain per category
We calculated the students’ performances on the groups of questions which cover certain FCI force and motion
concepts per category, these being kinematics, Newton’s first, second and third laws, superposition and kinds of forces
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as listed in [1]. “The Kinematics” category includes the questions on position, velocity, and acceleration and their
relationships excluding the dynamical effects. Questions in the “Newton’s first law” category concern the relationship
between motion and applied forces. The “Newton’s second law” category deals with the questions on contact forces
and resolving unknown forces, and the “Newton’s third” law category covers the questions related to action-reaction
principles and contact forces. The “Superposition” category includes the questions in which the direction and relative
strength of forces acting on a body or set of bodies are represented by diagrams (i.e., force-body diagrams). The
“Kinds of Force” category deals with the questions including solid and fluid contacts and gravitation.
Figure 4 shows the average normalized gain in each FCI concept category for PHYS2101 (orange) and
PHYS2107 (green) groups. Each category consists of more than one question from the FCI inventory items. The
highest normalized gain is obtained for the “Newton’s third law” category for both groups, it is in the medium gain
region for PHYS2101 group. In the “Kinematics” and “Newton’s second law” categories the average normalized
gains are less than the overall normalized gain as shown in Table 2. The lowest normalized average gain is observed in
the “Newton’s second law” category for both groups of students, where the gain is negative or very low. This shows a
persistent misconception despite the instruction.

Figure 4. Normalized gain per concept category for PHYS2101 (orange) and PHYS2107 (green) (error bars of the
mean are shown). The horizontal dashed lines indicate the average gains.
4.5 Normalized gain per gender
We also compared the FCI performances between genders. It should be noted that more than 75% of registered
students in PHYS2101 are females, while the majority of PHYS2107 students are male. Table 3 (see also Figure 5)
shows the FCI pre- and post- test scores for male and female students in both groups. Our results point to a small
gender gap, where the average pre- test gender gap is 2.3% (favoring males) for PHYS2101 and 0.14 % (favoring
females) in PHYS2107. On the other hand, the gender gap in the post-test for both groups is in favor of females and the
gap is 3.7% for the PHYS2101 group and 2.7% for the PHY2107 group. The gender gap increased from pre- to posttests, with an absolute increase favoring females of about 1.4% for PHYS2101 and 2.8% for PHYS2107. This is in
contrast to the usual gender gap on the post test for the FCI that ranges from 1.5% to 24.6% [10], favoring the male
students.
Table 3. Average pre- and post- instruction FCI scores for female and male students in PHYS2101 and PHYS2107
groups. Ni is the number of students and 𝑆𝑖 the standard deviation (i = pre, post).
Pre- test
Group

Gender
Female

PHYS2101

Male
Female

PHYS2107

Male

Post- test

t- test

Npre

Mean
(%)

𝑺𝒑𝒓𝒆
(%)

Npost

Mean
(%)

𝑺𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒕
(%)

t- value

p- value

188

22.00

9.35

188

33.64

11.51

10.76

 10-4

61

24.31

9.22

61

29.90

11.31

2.99

0.0034

41

26.07

12.24

41

39.02

12.40

4.76

 10-4

177

25.93

11.47

177

36.37

13.09

7.98

 10-4
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Figure 5. Average FCI scores for male (blue) and female (orange) students in the PHYS2101 and PHYS2107 groups
(error bars of the mean are shown).
The normalized gain 〈g〉 per gender for each group is also calculated. As shown in Table 4, it is larger for females
in both groups. In PHYS2101 it is 0.15 ± 0.01 for females compared to 0.07 ± 0.02 for males, while in PHYS2107 〈g〉
is 0.18 ± 0.03 and 0.14 ± 0.01 for females and males, respectively. The difference in the normalized gain between
females and males is 0.08 ± 0.02 and is statistically significant in PHYS2101 (p < 10-3, at 95% confidence level)
indicating that the females are performing better than the males. On the other hand, the difference in the normalized
gain between males and females is 0.04 ± 0.01 in the PHYS2107 group with (p = 0.26).
Table 4. Average normalized gains for PHYS2101 and PHYS2107 groups.
Hake’s normalized Gain 〈g〉

t- test

Gender
N

〈g〉

SE〈g〉

t- value

p- value

Female

188

0.15

0.01

3.46

0.0006

Male

61

0.07

0.02

Female

41

0.18

0.03

1.13

0.2597

Male

177

0.14

0.01

(b) PHYS2107
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Figure 6. Final exam scores of female (grey) and male (blue) students for (a) PHYS2101 and (b) PHYS2107
groups.
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We also examined the performances of male and female students in the final exams of the two courses. We
noted that, when the average scores are compared, female students outperformed the males by 11 % in PHYS2101
and 15% in PHYS2107. In addition, as can be seen from Figure 6, 27 % of female and 4 % of male students scored
70 and above out of 100 in PHYS2101 while in PHYS2107 these numbers correspond to 53 % of females and 16 %
of males. Furthermore, the General Secondary final exams certificates in Oman (Higher Education Admission
Statistics - for the academic year 2015/2016) indicate that, on the average, females score better than males.

5. Discussion and conclusion
The FCI test was implemented on two groups of students who enrolled in introductory physics courses in SQU,
Oman. The Hake’s normalized gain remained in the low range for both groups of students. This indicates that there is
not much improvement in the conceptual understanding of the students of the Newton’s force concept and the related
topics of mechanics. From the analysis of each question in the FCI and the categories, we noted that the students have
difficulties in understanding and interpreting the questions when the questions involved diagrams and graphs. We
observed a significant gender gap on FCI normalized gains, with females achieving better gains than males in
PHYS2101 but no significant difference in PHYS2107. Moreover, according to the final exam scores in these courses,
female students outperformed male students, supporting our findings in the FCI test results. This could be due to the
fact that females tend to have better study habits and that they are accommodated in better living conditions as they are
hosted at the university hostels.
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